Annual Report 2007

Net Entertainment’s mission is to develop the best Internet based
gaming solutions using cutting edge technology and expertise. With our
many years of experience of casino operations, we deliver systems that
are robust, scaleable, secure and cost-effective.
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Summary of the year

2007
in brief
n	Net

sales rose by 32.2 percent to SEK 132.0 (99.8) million.

n	Profit
n	Net

after tax increased by 61 percent to SEK 45.9 (28.5) million.

profit margin was 34.8 (28.5) percent.

n	Profit

per share was SEK 1.16 (0.72).

n	Proposed
n

dividend SEK 0.75 (0.25) per share.

18 new license agreements signed for CasinoModule™.

n	Four

new product releases including a total of 23 unique, new games
(43 including game variations).

n

Decision taken to apply for change of market place to Nordic Exchange
Stockholm, Small Cap.

KEY FIGURES

Sales (SEK 000s)
Operating profit (SEK 000s)
Profit before tax (SEK 000s)
Operating margin (%)
Profit margin (%)
Equity/assets ratio (%)
Earnings per share
Equity per share (SEK)
Employees at period-end

Full-year 2007

Full-year 2006

Full-year 2005

132,020
50,580
50,804
38.3
38.5
54.2
1.16
1.34
67

99,773
40,801
39,843
40.9
39.9
28.4
0.72
0.41
53

64,683
18,338
22,875
28.4
35.4
32.1
0.39
0.31
39
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Net Entertainment in brief

This is
Net Entertainment
is a leading supplier of digitally distributed gaming software. The Company focuses on innovative products that provide high entertainment value as well as exceptional
reliability and security for all gaming transactions.Today, casino games are the Company’s primary
product. The Company was established in 1996 and has a significant presence in the gaming market, with about fifty reputable operators as its customers, including Unibet, Bet-at-Home, Bet24,
Betsson and NordicBet. The Company is headquartered out of Stockholm where all development
historically has been undertaken. Sales, marketing and product management is handled out of the
Malta office to ensure closeness to the Company’s customers. At present, the Company employs
approximately 80 people. Its shares have been traded on the NGM Equity Stock Exchange since
April 2007.

Net Entertainment

offering

“Better games”
Net Entertainment’s core product, CasinoModule™, is a complete gaming platform
consisting of a large number of casino games and a powerful administration tool.
CasinoModule™ is licensed to a wide and expanding circle of customers who have
access to new releases and a range of services including hosting, system surveillance,
technical support and account management. The Company’s motto is "Better Games"
and this embraces every single aspect - from the graphics, features and sound to service
offerings and product reliability.
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Net Entertainment in brief

Business model

When our Customers earn
money, so do we
Net Entertainment licenses its product based on a start-up and delivery fee, and a recurring
royalty (a monthly license fee) whose amount is determined by the profit generated by the product. By regularly releasing new and innovative games, better administration capabilities and a
reliable operating environment, the Company can help increase gaming activity in the licensees’
casinos and thereby increase revenue and earnings.

Competitive advantages

Creativity and reliability
Net Entertainment focuses on delivering games that provide top entertainment value where as
superior graphic design, sound and game logic are a few factors that set the Company apart.
Through its domain expertise and close collaboration with its licensees, the Company ensures its
ongoing development of games and features demanded by the market. Net Entertainment owes
much of its success to the fact that it offers a high level of innovation, pace of development and
reliability - factors that are becoming increasingly important as the gaming operators find that
rivalry for the end users is growing fiercer.

market

Major market with strong growth

The TOTAL online
market value 2005–2009E
MDSEK

120
100

On a global scale, the online gaming market is expected to produce a turnover of SEK 102 billion
in 2008. Casino gaming accounts for approximately 20 percent of this figure1). Despite strong growth
in the past, online gaming still only accounts for just under five percent of the total global gaming
turnover. This underscores the potential in the market that the Company is targeting. Growth in
Europe, which is Net Entertainment’s main market, is expected to reach 20 percent in 2008.
1)

Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, 2008
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Message from the CEO

Why we’ll soon be leading the market

Net Entertainment continued to reap successes throughout 2007 with an impressive list of
new license agreements, healthy growth and high profitability. This proves the strength of our
business model and our product offerings. Our many successes are due to a focused strategy
and cutting-edge expertise, which have enabled Net Entertainment to cement its place as a
leading company in the online gaming market.

Competition

Our Company has successfully
advanced into a leading position
in the product development
market and this has consolidated the competitive strength
of our own Company and our
customers.
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With mounting competition, it becomes increasingly important for the operators to
retain and attract new players. This will increase the pressure on the systems providers
and those not capable of keeping up with the
market demand will find themselves losing
business. Our Company has successfully advanced into a leading position in the product
development market and this has consolidated
the competitive strength of our own Company
and our customers.
More recently, we have seen a number of
mergers among both operators and providers
and more are likely to follow. Our Company
intends to take an active role in the market
restructuring in order to ensure the continuation of our strong and strategic position.

process, we have swiftly adapted our product
development in response to the changed market conditions. This has contributed to our
strong financial performance.

A changing market

Product development

2007 saw an expansion of our customer base
to include new operator segments plus a gradual repositioning of our existing licensees to
service a wider clientele. This has resulted in
changing gaming behaviour, with a particular
increase in popularity among innovative games
offering high entertainment value. Thanks to
a flexible and customer-driven development

During 2007, Net Entertainment’s technology
department made the transition to Scrum (an
agile process for developing software, based
on delegation, short development cycles and
teamwork). The outcome of this transition has
been very positive and has led to greater employee satisfaction, productivity and product
quality. We have also introduced a number of

New customers

In 2007, 18 operators chose Net Entertainment
as their casino provider, including GamingVC,
one of the largest gaming operators in the German market. We also signed agreements with
a number of major bingo sites, which is one of
the fastest growing market segments. For some
time, we have been focusing on Tier 1 operators. The agreements we signed with GamingVC and bet-at-home.com in early 2008 are
direct results of this strategy and the market is
showing great interest in our product.

Message from the CEO

measures aimed at promoting employee wellbeing in order to create a satisfying workplace.
One such measure is a bonus scheme for all
employees.
In the gaming operators’ struggle to win
the players, a regular stream of new games
is becoming an increasingly central and key
competitive edge. In 2007, we delivered 23
unique, new games, which is almost two new
games a month! Games development is an
art that demands a combination of skills that
work together to ensure a successful end result.

benefits of an online casino and the market
potential in physical distribution. We are
also on the point of launching our first ever
multi-player casino game, which represents
a new gaming segment for our Company.

In 2007, we delivered 23 unique,
new games, which is almost two
new games a month!

Future prospects

Thanks to the hard work of our employees,
Net Entertainment is better equipped for success than ever and I am convinced that over
the coming year our Company will continue
to experience strong growth and high profitability.

New products

CasinoCafé™ will soon be put into operation as part of a pilot project. This product
has generated much interest from the market and we feel it offers very interesting potential through the combination of the cost

Stockholm, March 11, 2008

Johan Öhman
President and CEO
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Business concept,
objectives & strategy

Business concept
Net Entertainment shall provide robust systems for Internet gaming with exciting
games, created using cutting-edge technology and expertise, for gaming operators
who can thereby expand their product portfolios and increase their profits.

Strategy
n Continued close collaboration with our customers to better

serve their needs and requirements.

n Retain and develop industry-related expertise to be able to

provide market-leading games and features.

n Ongoing analysis of developing trends and news in the

gaming market.

n Increased product offering to increase sales and attract

new customers.

Our objectives 2007
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Growth

Profitability

New customers

Objectives: To grow more than the market

Objectives: Operating margin above 35%

Achievement: 32% on a market that
has grown by 23%

Achievement: Operating margin of
38.3% for the year

Objectives: To sign 10-15 new
license agreements

+32%

+38.3%
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Achievement: 18 new license
agreements

+18

BUSINESS AND REVENUE MODEL

The products generate growth

BUSINESS AND REVENUE MODEL

Sales are primarily handled via a direct sales.
CasinoModule™ and CasinoCafé™ are licensed
on a royalty basis and the Company’s revenue
is determined by the earnings produced by the
product, although there is a minimum license
fee. The model provides a strong incentive for
the Company to continually develop the product and support the Company’s licensees. The
pricing also includes start-up and delivery fees
that provide the licensee with an incentive to
launch the product as quickly as possible. The
start-up fees help cover Net Entertainment’s
costs for delivering each customer solution.

OVERRIDING OBJECTIVES
Operational goals

Profitable growth
Net Entertainment strive for profitable growth.
Growth may be achieved organically and in
new service segments, such as Soft Games, and
in new geographic markets. Net Entertainment
also intends to play an active role in the ongoing process of consolidation of the industry
and the Company is continuously evaluating
potential acquisition opportunities.
Cost effectiveness
Since Net Entertainment operates in a competitive market, cost-effectiveness is crucial to the
Company’s competitiveness. This approach will
permeate all the Company’s activities. Administrative costs will be kept to a minimum and
efficient planning will ensure that personnel
expenses and other operating costs represent a
smaller share in relation to the Company sales
over time.

Pleasant workplace
Net Entertainment will work to create and
maintain a pleasant and secure work environment in order to attract and retain skilled
personnel. The work environment is characterized by trust, openness and participation. Net
Entertainment will ensure a favourable work
environment and the Company will promote
health care, while counteracting illness in other
ways.

Net Entertainment also intends
to play an active role in the ongoing process of consolidation of
the industry.

Financial objectives

The following overriding financial objectives
shall guide the Group’s activities and should
be viewed over a longer period (such as a business cycle):
Sales growth shall be higher than the market
average (as compared to similar companies)
n Operating margin at the EBIT level will
remain high
n

Net entertainment | 2007
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Operations

market-leading supplier
of gaming software

Net Entertainment NE AB
(Sweden)

Net Entertainment
Malta Holding Ltd.
(Malta)

Mobile
Entertainment ME
AB(Sweden)

Net Entertainment
Malta Ltd.
(Malta)

Did you know that…

Net Entertainment has
accumulated more than 40
years of casino experience.

Net Entertainment is a leading supplier of
digitally-distributed gaming software. The
Company was established in 1996 in response
to a rapidly expanding Internet market. The
Company is a pure development company
and operates on an international market. Its
head office is located in Stockholm where the
majority of the 70 employees are based. All
commercial operations, including sales, account management, marketing and product
management, are handled by the Company’s
subsidiary in Malta where the majority of the
Company’s customers are located.

Offering
Net Entertainment is a premium supplier whose
brand is associated with quality, reliability and
innovation. The Company has followed a niche
strategy, which has contributed to the market
success of CasinoModule™. This is confirmed
by the fact that many successful gaming operators are now using CasinoModule™.
It is estimated that the online casino gaming
market currently produces a gaming surplus
of about SEK 20 billion per annum, making
it one of the largest gaming segments together
with wagering and poker1). Even if Net Entertainment is a niche supplier today, the size of
the underlying market shows the potential for
the Company.
The Company intends to expand its product
range and thereby also cover related product
areas as part of its growth strategy. Net Entertainment’s goal is to provide the best Inter-

net based gaming solutions using innovative
technology and cutting-edge expertise. Games
with high entertainment value, a powerful
and user-friendly administration tool, extensive language support and frequent product
releases are just a few of the features that set
Net Entertainment apart. The Company is responsible for the gaming concepts and product development, while the gaming operators
are responsible for offering the products to
the end customers - the players. The Company is aware that the services provided are
equally as important as the actual software.
The combination of products and services is
fundamental for creating a successful online
gaming business. Our motto "Better Games"
sums this up.
Responsible gaming

Net Entertainment plays an active role in the
prevention of gaming-related problems, such
as gaming addiction. CasinoModule™ fully
supports the guidelines that the organisation
G4 has established for responsible gaming.
The Company also fulfills the requirements of
the Maltese Lotteries and Gaming Authority
(LGA) with regard to responsible gaming.
CasinoModule™ has been accredited as
meeting the criteria for randomness by the
Swedish National Laboratory of Forensic
Sciense (SKL) and Technical Systems Testing
(TST), which is an independent, Canadian
testing institute. Furthermore, every new game
that is introduced is approved by the Maltese
Lotteries and Gaming Authority.
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Game concept

Platform &
Development of
gaming

B2C

B2B

1) Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, January 15, 2008

Operator

End
customer
(Player)

Operations

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
CasinoModule™

Net Entertainment’s CasinoModule™ is a casino platform consisting of a complete set of
casino games and a powerful administration
tool.
CasinoModule™ has been designed for
simple integration with existing websites. Using existing infrastructures such as payment
and CRM systems, the IT architecture can be
kept simple and the operating costs to a minimum. Net Entertainment manages hosting
and system surveillance which means that the
gaming operators are able to concentrate on
their core business.
CasinoModule™ offers the very latest in
gaming online, giving gaming operators a
competitive advantage in this fiercely competitive market. Four times a year, the licensees receive a new product release that includes

several new games and system functions. As
the industry continues to expand and mature,
greater priority is being placed on reliability
and availability. Net Entertainment is therefore
continuously investing in R&D. The Company
follows a strict development process to ensure
superior product quality. A casino generates a
vast number of transactions and CasinoModule™ handles far more than a medium-sized
stock exchange. This underscores the importance of reliability and being able to follow
up and manage all aspects of the operations.
CasinoModule™ makes this possible thanks to
its powerful administration tool. The system
offers powerful reporting capability, tournament and bonus management and real time
data. CasinoModule™ currently supports 21
languages, which is vital for todays gaming
operators with international operations.

Did you know that…

Net Entertainment’s software,
CasinoModule, has been voted
as one of the top 20 gaming
software in the world.

Net entertainment | 2007
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Operations

CasinoCafé™ combines the
cost-efficiency of an online
casino with the potential of
distribution through physical
outlets.

History
Net Entertainment was established in
1996 by one of Scandinavia’s leading
off-line casino operator and the Company
became one of the pioneers in online gaming. The Company was set up in response
to the growing Internet market and the
objective was to establish the Company as
an online casino operator. Since no suitable commercially competitive casino software was available, the Company decided
to develop the requisite software itself.
The first casino was launched in 2000
with four more following. 2002 marked
the launch of CasinoModule™ and shortly
after the Company signed a contract with
the first sportsbook licensee. In January
2005, the casino operations were sold and
Net Entertainment became a dedicated
software developer.
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CasinoCafé™

Multiplayer games

Despite strong growth in the online gaming sector, 95 percent of all casino gaming
still takes place in bricks and mortar casinos.
CasinoCafé™ is a cost-effective alternative
for gaming operators that wish to address the
physical casino market.
CasinoCafé™ combines the cost-efficiency
of an online casino with the potential of distribution through physical outlets. CasinoCafé™ is similar to an Internet Café where
players can deposit money and have onetime accounts that allow them to play casino
games. Since the system is based on the use of
standard PC terminals, the up-front investment for the operator is minimal. The system
has the same games and administration tool
as CasinoModule™, and a cashier system for
handling deposits and withdrawals, as well as
administering player accounts.
CasinoCafé™ comes with a customised web
interface so that the players can log in and gain
access to the games. Since CasinoCafé™ is based
on CasinoModule™ the margin costs for CasinoCafé™ are minimal.

Turkish Poker
In 2007, Net Entertainment introduced a
Turkish Poker game (Türk Pokeri) which is a
P2P solution based on local rules. With 73 million inhabitants, Turkey is a rapidly expanding
market for online gaming. The increasing interest is very much due to the fact that gaming
plays a natural role in Turkish culture. Like
CasinoModule™, this product is based on
modern web technologies and has been well
accepted by the market.
Turkish Poker is rather similar to the wellknown game Five-Card Draw and each table
seats 2 to 5 players. Turkish Poker is played with a
reduced deck of cards, with the number of cards
depending on the number of players. The solution offers both ring games and tournaments.
Services

Net Entertainment provides a wide range of
services to its licensees. The graphics of the
games are adapted for each customer to ensure
uniqueness and compatibility with the gaming
operator’s website. Moreover, the Company

Operations

provides a design proposal for the casino lobby
that has to be installed on the gaming operator’s website. Net Entertainment plays an active
role in the integration process which often takes
place at the licensee’s premises. The casino’s are
hosted in one of Net Entertainment’s two hosting centres located in Malta and Costa Rica. In
addition, Net Entertainment’s operations department continuously monitors the systems
and provides licensees with technical support.
Technically speaking, a new casino can
be put into operation within just a couple of
weeks after contract signature. The gaming
operators that decide to launch their casinos
from Malta must first, however, obtain a license from the gaming authority, which is a
time-consuming process.
As part of the service, Net Entertainment
provides account management services to the
licensees. The account managers have years
of experience and expertise from casino operations, which they share with the licensees.
This allows for the optimisation of operations,
maximisation of revenues and avoidance of
expensive mistakes.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
"Better Games"

The success of a casino relies on the interaction
of many components, where the principal one
is the games being offered. From the very start,
Net Entertainment’s goal has been to provide
the best and most entertaining games.
The Company invests considerable amounts
in R&D to guarantee the development of the
very latest in gaming technology. The majority
of the Company’s workforce is involved in the
development of new games in the technology
department.
Game development is a science that requires proficiency, competence and extensive
experience. With more than 40 years’ experience of gaming in a physical environment and
ten years of virtual casino operations, there
are few companies that have a firmer ground
to stand on than Net Entertainment.
Technology is progressing at an increasingly
rapid rate and it is imperative that the Company remains at the forefront of this progress.

Did you know that…

Net Entertainment handles 50
times more transactions than
the Stockholm Stock Exchange.

Net Entertainment strives to put technology
to full use and follow market trends and cultural changes. It therefore places great emphasis on each detail. This applies particularly to
the high-quality graphics, striking animations,
exciting sounds, thrilling bonus games and
logical features.
A frequently underestimated factor when
choosing an online casino is the importance
of extensive language support. Net Entertainment’s games are unique in offering full support for 21 languages. The Company proposes
to provide support for additional languages
when requested by the licensees.
CasinoModule™ also fully supports the player protection standards set by G4. In addition,
CasinoModule™ has been accredited as meeting the criteria for randomness by the Swedish
National Laboratory of Forensic Sciense (SKL)
and Technical Systems Testing (TST), which is
an independent, Canadian testing institution.
This gives the Company a credibility which will
also benefit our licensees and their casino operations in the long run.

Did you know that…

Net Entertainment’s development
engineers pay regular visits to
land-based casinos all over the
world to gain inspiration and
observe new casino trends.

Net entertainment | 2007
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Operations

Development process

Net Entertainment follows a development cycle
of twelve weeks and the licensees receive a new
version of CasinoModule™ once every quarter. A constant stream of new system features
and games is absolutely vital for our licensees
in their bid to win new market share.
Net Entertainment’s development process
is based on a software development method
called Scrum. Scrum is based on cross-functional development teams and the work is
conducted in an iterative manner in so-called
sprints that are two weeks long. The development process is flexible and changes can be
made as work progresses. The Scrum method
produces an efficient, positive and dynamic
working environment where decision-making
is delegated to the team.
Unit testing is an integral part of the development process and exhaustive testing is car-

Did you know that…

Net Entertainment conducts
in excess of 10,000 test cases
prior to each product release.

ried out at the end of each product cycle. This
ensures that the product meets the highest requirements for quality and reliability. This is
vital considering that our systems handle far
more financial transactions than an averagesized stock exchange.
Product planning is carried out in close
collaboration with our licensees and following analyses of end customer behaviour. This
guarantees that we are developing games and
features that meet the needs and requirements
of the market. A team of product owners is
responsible for planning the production and
producing product specifications, which form
the framework for the development process.
CasinoModule™ was voted one of the top
20 Internet gaming products in 2006 and this
proves that our ongoing investment in R&D
has been a success.

Product development process
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R&D

Idea and concept

Development

Testing

Support and maintenance
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Games development is an art
In 2007, Net Entertainment delivered 23 unique games, which is almost two new
games a month. Games development is an art that involves a series of different phases
and areas of expertise. The idea for a new game is realised in a well-defined process
flow in which the product owners are responsible for the game at an overarching level.
As the demands for games have gradually increased, so have the requirements for
more highly sophisticated user interfaces in terms of graphics and sound and for more
complex bonus games and features.
The graphic design work begins with hand drawn sketches that gradually evolve
into digital form. Graphic design is becoming increasingly important and constitutes a
key competitive advantage for the gaming operators in the battle for the players. The
sound and features are equally essential for creating a first-rate gaming experience.

Net entertainment | 2007
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Market

GLOBAL market
WITH STRONG PROFIT POTENTIAL
The market for online gaming continued to grow
2007, with Europe as the largest and strongest growth region. The European market grew
by 24 percent during the year and this trend is
expected to continue.

net sales and growth for
off-line and online 2003–2012E
MDSEK
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Source: GBGC

The online market 2003–2012E
MDSEK
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Source: GBGC

Share of the total online market of
various forms of gaming in 2007

Bingo
5%
Lotteries
18%

Poker
19%

The global online market grew by 3.5 percent and
the European market by 24 percent. The global
trend is due to a change in US legislation.
It is difficult to assess the exact size of the
global Internet gaming market. It is also difficult to determine the size of the market for
vendors of digitally-distributed gaming. One

Skills games
5%
Wagering
32%

Casino
21%

Source: GBGC
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The entire market for all forms of gaming entertainment is expected to reach around SEK
2,037 billion, according to Online Gambling
Report Q4 produced by Global Betting and
Gaming Consultants (GBGC).
The gaming market is divided into two sections – landbased (offline) and digitally-distributed (online). Although landbased gaming
is the dominant section, digitally-distributed
gaming is steadily gaining market share. Internet gaming accounted for about 4.6 percent of
all gaming activities in 2007, with a turnover
of about SEK 93 billion. By 2012 online gaming is expected to represent 6.3 percent with a
turnover of about SEK 149 billion.
the online market

100

0

The market for gaming
entertainment

reason for this uncertainty is that not all operators are listed companies.
The forms of gaming that dominate the
online market are wagering, casino games and
poker.
According to GBGC, bingo is the form of
gaming set to grow the most in percentage
terms in the coming years because of the increasing number of female players. In terms of
absolute figures, however, wagering is expected
to remain the largest gaming form.
From a geographical point of view, Europe
is the single, largest market for Internet based
gaming as well as the fastest-growing region.
Over the past year, European players have
accounted for 44 percent of total online sales.
The corresponding figure for 2008 is expected to reach 50 percent. Apart from Europe,
North America is the largest market, followed
by Asia/the Middle East.
However, we expect to see North America’s
relative market share to decline in 2008. Consequently we expect higher growth in Europe
and Asia/the Middle East. This is due to a
change in US legislation.
Advances in technology are leading to the
introduction of Internet based gaming in new
geographic markets.
In turn, this expansion leads to new and
different demands on operators and game
developers. Innovative and interesting games
have to be developed to capture these new
end users. Other critical factors for success
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Online market net sales per product 2002–2012E
SEK million

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008E

2009E

2010E

2011E

2012E

Wagering
Poker
Casino
Bingo
Skills games
Lotteries
Total

16.49
0.50
7.32
0.62
0.19

18.54
1.98
10.00
0.93
1.18

22.20
8.68
12.40
1.86
0.93

26.04
15.93
16.68
3.10
1.74

30.57
19.78
20.46
4.40
2.91

29.63
18.17
19.53
4.84
4.34

31.31
18.72
20.71
5.83
5.27

32.30
20.83
23.37
7.01
5.95

37.01
22.94
25.92
8.06
6.70

37.63
24.86
28.21
9.05
7.69

41.42
26.85
29.82
9.98
8.62
33.85
150.60

Source: GBGC

1.67

2.73

5.15

7.32

12.10

16.74

21.14

24.43

28.09

31.06

26.76

34.79

51.29

70.78

90.12

93.25

102.92

113.96

128.71

138.57

Market

expected growth per region,
% of total online market 2008

Europe

Growth

Share

+24% 44.4%
North America

Asia & the Middle East

Growth

Growth

Share

Central & South America,
including the Caribbean

Growth

Share

+41% 10.5%

–22% 35.3%

Africa

Growth

Share

Oceania

Share

Growth

+53% 1.5%

+17% 2.4%

Share

+22% 5.9%

Online market net sales per region 2002–2012E
SEK million

Africa
Asia & the Middle East
Central and South
America, including the
Caribbean
Europe
North America
Oceania

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

335
2,240

577
5,328

716
5,739

926
6,838

1,200
8,318

1,429
2,190
2,368
2,710
2,905
3,219
9,756 14,030 14,950 16,700 18,430 20,620

2007

2008E

494

576

891

1,120

1,741

2,283

2,670

2009E

2,921

2010E

3,348

2011E

3,905

The total casino market
net sales 2003–2012E

2012E

4,367

6,163
7,525 13,660 22,490 33,380 41,350 51,530 58,810 66,850 70,000 74,890
15,763 18,260 27,310 35,870 41,070 32,890 25,770 27,880 31,340 35,260 39,110
1,731
2,521
2,971
3,533
4,422
5,519
6,719
7,020
7,774
8,046
8,391

Source: GBGC

MDSEK
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are the ability to adapt swiftly and make sure
that products maintain the highest level of
quality.
As the gaming operators expand into new
geographic markets, it is essential to continue
to develop the multi-language capability.
The casino market

Net Entertainment’s prime market, the Internet based, interactive market for casino gaming, is showing strong growth.
In 2007, net sales for this segment were SEK
19.5 billion and international sales are expected to increase at an annual rate of about 9
percent in the next five years.
According to GBGC, projected sales for the

entire online casino market will be approximately SEK 29.8 billion in 2012. The Internet
based casino services comprise two different
types of solutions: a downloadable casino software solution for end-user installation, and a
browser-based solution that can be used directly on a specific website.
Browser-based casino services, which are
those historically provided by Net Entertainment, offer numerous advantages, end users
do not need to download any software and the
games can be accessed easily from any location.
Furthermore, the operators can use the existing
platform for cross-marketing of other products. Moreover, the market is generally moving toward browser-based systems solutions.

03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12
Source: GBGC
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Trends
n

Continued robust growth in Europe

n

New geographic regions

n

The operators are becoming more
of gaming portals

n

Consolidation

n

The gaming operators are getting
larger

n

Customer loyalty is becoming
increasingly important

n

The rate of development is increasing

which will work to Net Entertainment’s advantage since the Company has a strong offering
and a premium profile.
n

Continued robust growth in Europe. The market looks to be the dominant geographic
market in the next few years.

n

The market is expanding into new geographic
regions. This will help maintain the current favourable conditions for all those in the casino
market, but will also give rise to new demands.
It will become increasingly important to be
able to upgrade and develop the offering in
direct response to the changing needs of the
customers.

n

The gaming operators are becoming more like
portals. The market is still in its infancy and
the online operators are becoming more like
gaming portals, with broader product offerings. This attracts new end users and also
increases revenues from existing customers
through cross-sales.

n

The gaming operators are getting larger.
Increased competition and mergers between
the online gaming operators are consequences of the maturation of the market. It
is likely that fewer players will dominate the
market in the future. Market consolidation
will make it all the more important to offer
market-leading products.

n

Marketing is becoming more important and
more expensive. Attracting new players is
proving increasingly expensive. This makes
it all the more important for operators to
deepen the loyalty of existing players.

n

Gaming operators demand the very latest.
As the rate of development is speeded up,
demands for flexible, customer-oriented
production increase.

n

The market for gaming developers is relatively
fragmented. The market consists of lots of
small-scale players but some consolidation
has begun.

New players, new demands

Operators and games developers must respond to the
needs of different customer
groups and be able to adapt
their operations accordingly.

There are many different reasons for playing
casino games on the Internet. While some people hope to win money, for others it is simply
an enjoyable pastime. Whatever the type of
players, it is crucial to be responsive to their
various preferences.
The market continues to expand as online
gaming attracts new categories of players.
Market surveys show an increasing percentage
of women, partly due to the growth of the bingo segment. The traditional image of a typical
player, a man aged between 25 and 35, is much
less predominant than before.
Female players are mainly attracted to online bingo as well as to other kinds of online
gaming. Another group that has grown significantly is the younger generation with its easy
familiarity with modern technology and experience of playing PL games. Games and features need to be more sophisticated to satisfy
this so-called "Nintendo generation". We are
also seeing a steady rise in the upper age of online players as Internet penetration increases.
This group is sometimes referred to as "Silver
Surfers". The fact that there is no longer a homogeneous player base has its consequences.
Operators and games developer must respond
to the needs of different customer groups and
be able to adapt their operations accordingly.
Trends on the casino market

These developments in the market will lead to
increased demands on the system suppliers,
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What drives the underlying
market for online gaming?

Internet penetration
A key factor driving this development is that
the Internet is becoming accessible in more
places and to new groups. In turn, this leads to
a greater number of potential end users.
Broadband capacity
The increasing capacity of the Internet has
consequences. As broadband continues to
grow, the demands for online products become greater all along the line. Consequently,
the online gaming market is challenged with
the demand for ever more complex and sophisticated games.
Credit cards
Trust is a crucial factor in the online gaming market. The end users want to feel secure
and confident about card transactions online.
More and more customers are tending to use
credit cards to purchase services online. Enduser confidence is further underpinned by a
greater presence of state-owned gaming companies and listed players.

Success factors in the gaming development industry
n Good reputation

Well-known reference customers are a key factor for
success, often generating new customers.
n Attractive product offerings with high
entertainment value.
This, combined with a high degree of reliability and
stability, is of great importance.
n The gaming operators are expanding their
ranges and addressing a broader audience
This leads to more potential players, but also demands a
more differentiated selection of games.

n Frequent releases of new games
Trend toward increasingly faster development cycles.
Games are being released and updated faster and faster
to meet the demands of the market.
n Size

Gaming development is characterised by economies of
scale in respect of production. Size will therefore become
increasingly important over the coming years.
n Independence
It is becoming increasingly important among gaming operators that the gaming developer does not operate a competing gaming business.
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Competitors

Unlike its competitors, Net Entertainment has elected to focus
on casino games as a defined
market niche and can therefore
offer casino solutions of the
absolute highest class.

Even if the market for online gaming is large
and growing, the supplier side is dominated by
a small number of players. The majority of these
have a wider product portfolio than Net Entertainment and many have also decided to focus
more on the poker market in recent years.
Unlike its competitors, Net Entertainment
has elected to focus on casino games as a defined market niche and can therefore offer
casino solutions of the absolute highest class.
Net Entertainment’s primary competitors
are Boss Media, Chartwell, Microgaming and
Playtech. Microgaming and Playtech are the
two companies that most obviously compete
with Net Entertainment in the casino segment. Net Entertainment’s main competitors
are listed below.

Net Entertainment estimates that the Company has a 10 percent market share. This is based on the fact that Net Entertainment delivers
casino software to about 10 of the 100 largest
sport betting sites.
Legislation and regulations

The gaming industry has a responsibility to
comply with national legislation and regulations that define how gaming operations are
run. The industry is also affected by supranational legislation, especially the re-regulation
that is currently taking place at the European
level.
As a system supplier without any operator
activities of its own, Net Entertainment is not
directly affected by the laws and rules that apply

Table of competitors
Company

Origin

Ownership
structure

Casino

Poker

Bingo

Soft Games

Boss Media

Sweden

Private

4

4

4

4

N/A

Chartwell

Canada

Public

4

4

4

4

SEK 230 million

Cryptologic

Canada

Public

4

4

Microgaming

South Africa

Private

4

4

4

Playtech

Israel

Public

4

4

4

Real Time Gaming

USA

Private

4

Net Entertainment

Sweden

Public

4

1)
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Market segment

SEK 1,100 million

4
(4)

Market value1)

N/A
SEK 10,800 million

4

N/A

4

SEK 840 million

Market

for the rest of the gaming industry. Net Entertainment is however indirectly affected by developments that affect our customers, and their
conditions for growth, profitability and how the
services are put together.
The legal situation within the EU, where
most of the Company’s customers operate, is
particularly interesting.
A number of legal decisions taken during
the 2007 financial year have had an impact on
the gaming entertainment industry.
Some of the decisions open the door for a
more liberal view in the market, fewer restrictions and a diminution in monopolistic tendencies. Others move in the opposite direction. The
European Court of Justice has, however, maintained a consistent stance against gaming monopolies in a series of much-publicised cases.
Some of most important legal developments to
have taken place recently are listed below.
n

In October 2006, a new law came into e ffect
in the US prohibiting banks and other
financial institutions from processing online
gaming payments.

n

On the other hand, it is understood that the
companies in the World Lottery Association
(WLA) in the US will open for online gaming within the next few years.

n

On March 1, 2007, Turkey introduced a ban
similar to that in the US.

n

In the so-called Placania case in March 2007,
the European Court of Justice ruled that
gaming monopolies are in contravention of
EU law. This is one in a series of precedential
rulings from the European Court of Justice
that assert that state restrictions in the area
of gaming are considered to infringe the freedom of movement of goods and services.

n

On the other hand, a ruling on Norway’s
gaming monopoly, by the EFTA Court in
Luxembourg, can be seen as defending the
gaming monopoly.

n

The European Commission has expressed
critical views about Sweden, Germany and
France. The Commission demands that the
Member States amend gaming legislation
since it considers existing legislation is discriminatory toward private players.

Industry analysts forecast
a bright future for digitallydistributed entertainment
and online gaming.

The Commission considers that the stateowned gaming companies operate commercial
activities since they have annual revenue targets
and act like other commercial companies.
On a number of occasions, the European
Court of Justice has ruled that if gaming activities are permitted in one market, private gaming companies must be allowed to compete
on equal terms in all gaming segments. These
terms may include the issuance of licenses, inspections and other restrictions.
Discussions in the legal field are currently
in a dynamic phase, which makes it difficult
to provide an accurate picture of the current
legal situation or of short-term developments.
However, a license-based, regulated solution
within the European Union is the most likely
scenario in the long term.
Summary

The competition in the online gaming market
continues to intensify. In the gaming operators’
struggle to attract new players, a regular stream
of new games is becoming essential for them
to be able to maintain their competitive edge.
Industry analysts forecast a bright future for
digitally-distributed entertainment and online
gaming. The Global Betting and Gambling
Consultants (GBGC) predict that digitally-distributed games will expand globally at an annual rate of approximately 10 percent between
2008 and 2012. Global net sales for online gaming are expected to exceed SEK 103 billion in
2008. The European market, which is already
by far the largest gaming market, is expected to
account for over 50 percent of all gaming revenues in the coming years with a growth rate of
15 to 20 percent each year. Net Entertainment
is also of the opinion that the online gaming
market is continuing to show good growth.
1)

Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, 2008
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Our employees are the real
key to our success
Net Entertainment’s employees are the core of
company operations. Many companies can boast
that their employees are the key to their success,
but Net Entertainment is totally dependent on
the performance and work of its employees.

94.3%
of the employees have
a university education

The employees’ role

Net Entertainment’s survival and progress are
dependent on its employees and their skills.
Net Entertainment looks for employees with
the right skills and this places tough demands
on the Company’s recruitment process. In order to attract the right expertise, Net Entertainment offer opportunities to work on the
most exciting development projects.
Corporate culture

Net Entertainment’s corporate culture is defined by trust, openness and participation.
While every individual has opportunities for
personal development, the Company promotes group dynamics. Personal responsi-

bility, proactivity and performance are key
catchwords for Net Entertainment employees.
At the same time, it is essential to be able to
work as part of a group since all production at
Net Entertainment is conducted in large and
small groups. Net Entertainment has a flat
organisation structure with high employee
involvement.
Net Entertainment as a workplace

Net Entertainment has introduced a series of
activities to create an attractive workplace. One
such is its bonus programme which is based
on the performance of the Company and includes all employees. This guarantees that Net
Entertainment and its employees share the
same interest. The low rate of staff turnover
emphasises the fact that the Company has
succeeded in creating a very pleasant and attractive workplace. There are numerous career
opportunities at Net Entertainment aimed at
encouraging individuals to develop personally
and professionally.
Employee figures

Net Entertainment is a rapidly-expanding company that employs about 80 people, the majority
of whom work on technology development and
operations. Net Entertainment’s employees have
varied cultural and educational backgrounds.
The Company sees this as positive. The level of
education among employees is high – 94.3 percent are university educated and 73.6 percent
have 120 credit points or more. The average age
is 33 and 28 percent are women.
Further development

The Company always encourages the further
training of its employees. Net Entertainment
regularly offers its employees training opportunities to develop their professional roles
within the Company. Naturally this creates the
conditions for producing better games.
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What is it like working at Net Entertainment?
Level of employee education

Sebastian Johannisson, Account Manager

Upper secondary
education 6%
>120 university
credit points 54%

<120 university
credit points 21%

120 university
credit points 19%

I work as an Account Manager with several of Net Entertainment’s
largest customers. My work mainly involves optimising the customer’s use of Net Entertainment’s products by arranging training for and
working directly and closely with the customer. Together with the customer/
operator, I focus on maximising profits and providing the end customer with
a gaming experience like no other.
Here at Net Entertainment, I work in an incredibly dynamic, fast paced
and international environment. Net Entertainment has possibly the best
casino product in the world and that places tremendous demands on its
personnel and product development. At the same time, the social side of
work is equally important and a beer or two after work on Fridays is the
rule rather than the exception.
Jennie Lidén, Test Manager

I started off as a consultant at Net Entertainment but decided to
stay because of the wonderfully friendly feeling in the Company.
I am currently responsible for the testing process in one of the three teams
that develop games and administration systems at Net Entertainment.
The pace is always fast here and the teamwork between the different
professions is very rewarding. My work offers great scope for involvement
in product design. Net Entertainment is a company that is constantly
growing and developing, a company where new and interesting challenges
are always emerging and presenting the personnel with opportunities to
develop professionally.

Age distribution employees
Number

9
8
7
6

Malin Sandström, Finance

5
4
3
2
1
0

20 22 23 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 43 45 50
Age

I work in the Finance Department with responsibility for
accounts receivable and accounts payable, salaries and accounts
for Net Entertainment Malta Ltd.
Net Entertainment is a good employer that puts its employees in the
centre. The atmosphere is positive and there’s always plenty happening. I
appreciate the fact that the Company encourages employees to put forward
their own ideas and initiatives. I began working at Net Entertainment
because I think it’s an interesting business that is developing rapidly. I was
also a ttracted by the fact that Net Entertainment has a strong product and
is an expanding company with lots of development potential.
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Five-year summary of results

Five-year summary of results
Consolidated income statement
2007

Operating revenues
Operating profit before depreciation/
amortization
Depreciation/amortization

2006

2005

2004*

2003*

22,972

132,020

99,773

64,683

47,661

58,419

45,208

21,811

8,509

3,122

–7,839

–4,407

–3,473

–2,645

–1,538

50,580

40,801

18,338

5,864

1,585

224

–958

4,537

6,979

–746

Profit before tax

50,804

39,843

22,875

12,843

838

Profit after tax

45,911

28,482

15,329

9,335

584

2006

2005

2004*

2003*

Profit after depreciation/amortization
Net financial income/expense

*Comparable figures for 2003–2004 relate to the Parent Company only

Consolidated Balance Sheet
2007
Assets

Fixed assets

30,124

24,298

9,740

14,718

5,980

Current receivables

42,055

19,210

22,482

15,674

7,764

Cash and cash equivalents

25,915

13,053

5,535

2,246

3,011

Total current assets

67,970

32,263

28,017

17,920

10,774

Total assets

98,094

56,561

37,757

32,638

16,754

Shareholders’ equity

53,145

16,090

12,129

8,834

7,271

Long-term liabilities

2,195

835

358

–

–

Current liabilities

42,754

39,636

25,270

22,625

8,789

Total liabilities

44,949

40,471

25,628

22,625

8,789

Total equity and liabilities

98,094

56,561

37,757

32,638

16,754

Equity and liabilities

*Comparable figures for 2003-2004 relate to the Parent Company only
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Key figures

Full-year 2007 Full-year 2006

Group

Operating margin (%)

38.3

Profit margin (%)

38.5

39.9

Interest coverage ratio (multiple)

273

2,491

Equity/assets ratio (%)

54.2

28.4

Quick ratio (%)

159

65.1

–25,915

–13,053

Interest-bearing net debt (SEK 000s)
Net debt/equity ratio (multiple)

40.9

–0.5

–0.8

Average number of employees

60

43

Employees at year-end

67

53

Earnings per share

1.16

0.72

Shareholders’ equity per share

1.34

0.41

Proposed dividend per share

0.75

0.25

Average number of shares outstanding

39,553,716

39,553,720

Number of shares outstanding at year-end

39,553,716

39,553,720

Definitions
Operating margin

Interest-bearing net debt

Shareholders’ equity per share

Operating proﬁt in relation to revenue for the
period.

Net of interest-bearing provisions and liabilities
less financial assets including cash and cash
equivalents.

Shareholders’ equity in relation to the number of
shares outstanding at the end of the period.

Net debt/equity ratio (multiple)

Implemented/proposed dividend.

Net of interest-bearing provisions and liabilities
less financial assets including cash and cash
equivalents divided by shareholders’ equity.

Average number of shares outstanding

Profit margin

Profit after financial items in relation to revenue
for the period.
Interest coverage ratio (multiple)

Proﬁt after ﬁnancial items, plus interest expense,
in relation to interest expense.

Average number of employees

Equity/assets ratio

The number of employees converted into fulltime equivalents (annual employees).

Equity at the end of period as a percentage of
total assets at the end of period.

Number of employees at year-end

Quick ratio

The number of employees on the last monthly
wage-payment day.

Current assets in relation to current liabilities,
including proposed but not yet adopted dividend.

Earnings per share

Dividend per share

Weighted average number of shares outstanding
during the period, adjusted for bonus issue and
share split.
Number of shares outstanding

The number of shares outstanding at the close of
each period, adjusted for bonus issue and share
split.

Proﬁt after tax in relation to the average number
of shares outstanding during the period.
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share capital and ownership structure

Stock price movements and total return

Sales

The record date for the distribution of Net Entertainment shares
to Betsson’s shareholders was April 2, 2007. Thereafter, Net Entertainment’s Series B shares began trading on the NGM Equity Stock
Exchange (Nordic Growth Market) on April 5, 2007. The closing
price was SEK 13.70 on the first day of trading and SEK 16 at the
end of 2007, which was an increase of 16.8 percent. During the
same period, the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s Nordic Index fell by
13.1 percent (OMXSPI). Net Entertainment’s market capitalisation,
i.e. the value of all the Company’s outstanding shares, was SEK 633
million on December 31, 2007. The total yield reached 18.6 percent
during the time Net Entertainment was listed in 2007.

18,328,981 shares were sold during the financial year, which is an average of 100,158 shares a day. The highest price paid during the year,
SEK 22.50, was recorded on July 19 and 20, and the lowest price, SEK
11.90, on April 16. Since the first day of trading, shares have risen by
16.8 percent calculated from the closing price on the first day.
Share capital

The share capital in Net Entertainment on December 31, 2007,
amounted to SEK 53.1 million, split between 39.55 million shares,
of which 33.94 million were Series B shares. The face value is SEK
0.03 per share.
Shareholders’ equity

Key data for Net Entertainment shares

Earnings per share
Dividend1)
Dividend of after-tax profits (%)2)
Shares outstanding at year-end (millions)
Average number of shares outstanding (millions)
Quoted share price at the closing date3)
Dividend yield4)
Total return, Net Entertainment shares as %5)
P/E ratio
Number of shares turned over per year, millions
Turnover rate
Market value at year-end, millions
No. of shareholders

2007

2006

1.16
0.75
65%
39.55
39.55
16
4.7%
18.6%
13.8
18
46.34%
633
3,006

0.72
0.25
35%
39.55
39.55
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Shareholders’ equity per share amounted to SEK 1.34 on December
31, 2007.
Net entertainment

B-shares

OMX Stockholm_PI

Number of shares turned over per year,
thousands (incl. after hour trading)

24
22
20
18
16
6,000

14

5,000

Board’s proposal
Calculated on proposed dividend
3)
Closing price December 28, 2007
4)
Divided by the quoted share price at year-end
5)
Closing price at December 28, 2007, plus dividends paid in 2007 divided by
the closing price on the first day of trading

4,000
3,000

1)
2)

12

2,000
1,000

10
APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

2007

DEC

OMX AB

Development of share capital
Change in number of shares

Transaction

Establishment of company
New share issue, reduction in
par value
Share split 5:3
Bonus issue
Introduction of two shares
classes
Redemption, 4 shares
Bonus issue

24

Total number of shares

Year

Series A

Series B

Series A

Series B

Total

Change in share
capital

Total
share capital

Par value/
share

1996

1,000

–

1,000

–

1,000

100,000.00

100,000.00

100.00

2000
2006
2006

20,408,123
13,606,082
5,538,515

–
–
–

20,409,123
34,015,205
39,553,720

–
–
–

20,409,123
34,015,205
39,553,720

920,456.15
–
166,155.45

1,020,456.15
1,020,456.15
1,186,611.60

0.05
0.03
0.03

2006
2007
2007

71,485
–
–

33,943,720
–4
–

5,610,000
5,610,000
5,610,000

33,943,720
33,943,716
33,943,716

39,553,720
39,553,716
39,553,716

–
–0.12
3,955.37

1,186,611.60
1,186,611.48
1,190,566.85

0.03
0.03
0,0301
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Distribution of shares in size classes

No. of shares

>500,001
100,001–500,000
20,001–100,000
15,001–20,000
10,001–15,000
5,001–10,000
1,001–5,000
501–1,000
1–500
Total

No. of
shareholders

No. of shares

%

Voting rights
%

17 0.6% 25,997,313
29 1.0% 7,070,370
56 1.9% 2,563,342
22 0.7%
403,915
41 1.4%
532,501
113 3.8%
868,755
538 17.9% 1,362,579
474 15.8%
419,024
1,716 57.1%
335,917

65.7%
17.9%
6.5%
1.0%
1.3%
2.2%
3.4%
1.1%
0.8%

78.0%
14.9%
2.9%
0.5%
0.6%
1.0%
1.5%
0.5%
0.4%

100.0%

100.0%

%

3,006 100.0%

39,553,716

Shareholder structure

At the close of the year, Net Entertainment had 3,006 shareholders.
The largest shareholder according to the Swedish Securities Register Centre (VPC) is Per Hamberg with 18.6 percent of the votes
and 11.7 percent of the capital. However, according to reports,

the Straumur-Burdaras Investment Bank holds shares equivalent
to 27.6 percent of the capital and 26.1 percent of the votes. Net
Entertainment does not know which institutions the StraumurBurdaras Investment Bank’s holdings are allocated through.
On December 31, 2007, overseas ownership was 51.0 percent of
the votes and 50.1 percent of the capital.
Ticker symbols and round lots

The ticker symbol for the Company’s shares is NET-B and the ISIN
code is SE0001089252. A round lot consists of 200 shares.
Proposed dividend 2007 and dividend policy

The Board of Directors will propose to the Annual General Meeting a dividend of SEK 0.75 (0.25) per share for the 2007 fiscal year.
In accordance with Net Entertainment’s dividend policy, ordinary dividend will grow in line with the Company’s earnings per
share, with due consideration for the Company’s long-term capital
requirements.

Ten largest shareholders according to the Swedish Securities Register Centre (VPC)

Name/Address

Hamberg, Per
Straumur-Burdaras Investment Bank
Credit Suisse Sec. Europe Ltd
Kling, Lars
Lundström, Rolf
Lindwall estate, Bill Johan Bertil
Kling, Maria
Kling, Ingela
Falvir AB
Lindwall, Pontus
Total, ten largest shareholders
Other shareholders
TOTAL OUTSTANDING SHARES

No. of Series A shares

No. of Series B shares

Holding (%)

Votes (%)

1,497,000
1,402,500
0
797,000
652,500
561,000
350,000
350,000
0
0

1,737,078
0
10,121,249
790,712
306,387
0
50,098
50,000
1,807,400
877,350

8.18 %
3.55 %
25.59 %
4.01 %
2.42 %
1.42 %
1.01 %
1.01 %
4.57 %
2.22 %

18.55 %
15.58 %
11.24 %
9.73 %
7.59 %
6.23 %
3.94 %
3.94 %
2.01 %
0.97 %

5,610,000

15,740,274

53.98 %

79.78 %

0

18,203,442

46.02 %

20.22 %

5,610,000

33,943,716

100.00 %

100.00 %

Footnote: The Credit Suisse Sec Europe Ltd holding is controlled by the Straumur-Burdaras Investment Bank

NET ENTERTAINMENT NE AB on December 28, 2007

Individuals
of whom live in Sweden
Legal entities
of which are based in Sweden
Total December 28, 2007
of which are based in Sweden

No. of shareholders

Shareholders (%)

Holding

Holding (%)

Votes (%)

Votes (%)

2,749
2,724
257
160

91.45%
90.62%
8.55%
5.32%

16,112,647
13,051,199
23,441,069
6,672,901

40.74%
33.00%
59.26%
16.87%

53,980,147
37,445,699
36,063,569
6,672,901

59.95%
41.59%
40.05%
7.41%

3,006

100.00%

39,553,716

100.00%

90,043,716

100.00%

2,884

95.94%

19,724,100

49.87%

44,118,600

49.00%
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Board of Directors’ Report

Board of Directors’ Report
The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of Net Entertainment NE AB (publ), corporate registration no. 556532-6443,
hereby present the Annual Report and the Consolidated Financial
Statements for the 2007 financial year.

For a full breakdown of 2007 earnings and the financial position
of the Parent Company and Group, please refer to the Directors’
Report and the income statements, balance sheets, cash flow statements, summaries of shareholders’ equity and notes and comments which follow. The Annual Report, including the Auditors’
Report, covers pages 6–55.
Operations

Net Entertainment was established in 1996 as a joint venture
project between Cherryföretagen and the Kinnevik Group. The
basis for the initiative was the strong growth of the Internet market
and the objective was to establish the Company as a leading casino
operator on the Internet.
Net Entertainment is a market-leading Business to Business (B2B)
supplier of holistic solutions for digitally-distributed gaming entertainment. The Company’s products are developed to be compatible
with different operating environments. On the platform side, the
Java programming language is used, with the Flash programming
language deployed as a user interface. The Company develops gaming software that is licensed to an international circle of customers,
currently consisting of some 50 gaming companies, including Betat-Home.com, Unibet, Bet24 and Betsson. The licensees are offered
customised gaming solutions, plus services and support.
Net Entertainment uses computer-operating centres in Malta
and Costa Rica. On behalf of its customers, the Company manages
all technical operations, which in addition to data system operations includes system monitoring, technical support and regular
system upgrades. This permits the Company to supply high availability and competitive operating environments for customers,
irrespective of the customer’s target market.
An Internet casino can only be successful if it has software that
provides a powerful operating support system and high-quality games with superior entertainment value. Net Entertainment continually invests considerable resources in research and development
in a bid to stay at the cutting edge of gaming technology. The development of games requires know-how, skills and experience. Net
Entertainment has benefited from its origins in Cherryföretagen,
whose 40-year experience of land-based casino games has been
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invaluable in the development of CasinoModule™. In addition,
Net Entertainment has 12 years of experience in the development
of systems for Internet based games, which few of the Company’s
competitors can outperform.
Net Entertainment has mainly focused on the European market to date but is steadily turning its attention to new geographic
markets. As well as a wider geographic focus, Net Entertainment
will also address several new types of gaming markets. This will be
facilitated by its new multiplayer platform and Casino Café™.
As part of efforts to develop games that attract the end users,
Net Entertainment constantly works closely with its customers and
utilises end user surveys plus data from its customer casinos.
Net Entertainment’s marketing, sales and product development
departments moved to Malta in 2006. The Swedish Parent Company consists of its executive management and functions for the
development of the Company’s games and gaming systems. The
average number of employees in the Group rose to 60 in 2007
compared with 43 in 2006.
CasinoModule™
CasinoModule™ is a games solution comprising a broad range of
games that are controlled by an extensive monitoring and control system. The range includes traditional casino games, number
games and lotteries, either combined or standing alone. Net Entertainment offers Web-based casino solutions, which are optimised
for integration with existing game sites that have the necessary
infrastructure, such as payment and CRM systems.
Net Entertainment’s primary target group is sports gaming
operators with an existing customer base who wish to supplement
their existing gaming range with casino games. The games are customised for each customer, thereby offering the licensee a unique
casino, which is an important part of the customer’s brand building.
Although CasinoModule™ is technically a standalone system, the
players see it as a natural and integral part of the licensee’s website.
CasinoModule™ is integrated with the licensee’s website and utilises existing IT systems, which results in a simplified IT architecture
without duplication of functionality. In turn, this leads to a distinct
division of responsibilities and low production, operating and distribution costs. Net Entertainment manages system operations, allowing the licensees to focus on their core activities. Net Entertainment’s
operating department monitors and manages casino applications
for the customer, while customer service personnel act as natural
discussion partners in day-to-day operations. This creates strong
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customer relations and optimum conditions for a “win-win situation” for both parties.
CasinoModule™ is currently supported in 21 languages, offering
many operators a key competitive advantage.
Business concept
Net Entertainment shall provide robust systems for Internet gaming with exciting games, created using top-of-the-range technology and expertise, for gaming operators who can thereby expand
their product portfolios and increase their profit margins.
Market description

Market size
Online gaming is globally expected to produce a turnover of approximately SEK 100 billion in 2008. Casino gaming accounts for
approximately 20 percent of this figure1). Despite particularly strong
growth, online gaming still only accounts for just under five percent
of the total global gaming turnover, which underscores the potential
in the market that the Company is targeting. Growth in Europe,
which is the Company’s main market, is expected to reach 20 percent in 2008 and it is the goal of the Company to grow even more.
Net Entertainment views the conditions for continued market
expansion as good. The online gaming market is maturing and saw
a number of consolidations among both operators and providers
in 2007. This confirms our earlier forecast that the market will
eventually be dominated by a few major players. This will probably be advantageous to specialised providers, such as Net Entertainment, as the gaming operators need leading-edge products in
order to be able to stand their ground in this increasingly competitive business. Net Entertainment intends to play an active role in
the ongoing process of market restructuring.
We have noted that our products are being used by an increasingly wider audience since we began targeting new market segments and existing customers have been restructuring their operations. Net Entertainment is therefore actively working to develop
games that appeal to different player segments.
Legal aspects
The online industry is still faced with legal challenges. In the EU, the
European Court has consistently expressed its view that online gaming
should fall within the regulatory framework for the free movement of
1) Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, January 15, 2008

goods and services. However, despite a number of much-publicised
cases, there have been no real changes in the local markets. The Company believes in the eventual stabilisation of the legal situation, with
private operators being given the same opportunities for conducting
business as the state monopolies.
Competitors
Although the market for online gaming is large and expanding,
just a few names dominate supplier operations. Net Entertainment’s primary competitors are Playtech, Microgaming, Boss
Media, Chartwell, Cryptologic and Real Time Gaming. The majority of these have a substantially broader product portfolio than
Net Entertainment.
Unlike its competitors, Net Entertainment has elected to focus
on casino games as a defined market segment and thus to develop
and offer an absolute top-class product. This has proved to be a
highly effective strategy and a strong contributory factor to Net
Entertainment’s sales success. Executive management estimates
that the Company has a market share of about 10 percent (based
on the fact that Net Entertainment supplies casino games to about
10 percent of the 100 largest sports gaming sites).
Price trend
In recent years, license fees for casino solutions have risen in absolute terms. This trend is driven by the operators’ increasing sales.
No direct price changes were observed in 2007.
Risk factors

The operational and industry-related risks that are expected to
have a significant impact on Net Entertainment’s future development are presented below. For financial risk factors that affect the
Company’s operations, see Note 3.
Operational and industry-related risks
Political decisions
In most national markets, gaming is strictly regulated by law and
all gaming operations are essentially subject to official approval.
Despite criticism of monopolies, for example, with respect to freedom of movement in the EU, member states have largely been able
to maintain the monopoly situation to date. Accordingly, political
decisions in both Sweden and Malta and other countries, as well
as court decisions, could have a rapid and adverse impact on Net
Entertainment’s operations and those of its customers.
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Net Entertainment produces casino games for the online gaming
market. This means that its operations are greatly affected by the
legal situation of the gaming industry. The legal situation within
the EU, where most of the Company’s customers are active, is of
particular interest to the Company.
The Company has a Class IV license in Malta that covers the
delivery and technical operation of casino games for online operators licensed in Malta. Malta is a member of the EU and it might
seem obvious that the gaming operators in Malta should be able to
offer gaming in the EU based on the treaty’s basic principles. These
include the principles that there should not be any restrictions on
the free movement of goods, the right to establish a corporate presence and the right to freely provide and market services. However,
a number of member states have introduced legislation that limit
these principles.
There are a number of high-profile precedential court rulings in
the European Court relating to the gaming industry, including the
Schindler, Läärä, Gambelli, Lindman and Placanica decisions. All
these have ruled that state restrictions in the gaming area should
essentially be viewed as a curtailment of the right to establish a
corporate presence and the freedom to provide services in the EU.
However, the Court has ruled that, if aimed at protecting consumers, certain curtailment may be permitted if it is proportional. In
other words, that it is strictly necessary in relation to the stated
purpose of protection. Despite these EU Court rulings, a number
of member states continue to enforce restrictions in an effort to
hinder or obstruct the activities of private online operators. It is
therefore not unlikely that a large number of European gaming
monopolies will face legal challenges in the form of national court
proceedings.
It is currently difficult to ascertain how the legal situation will
affect the commercial conditions for the online operators.
In respect of legal situations outside of the EU, it should be emphasized that Net Entertainment does not offer its services to online operators that offer gaming activities to customers domiciled
in the US. This is pursuant to an enactment in October 2006 of the
Internet Gambling Prohibition Act to prevent payment processing
for online gaming in the US.
Operations subject to official approval and legal aspects
As a result of a ruling by the Maltese Lottery Inspection, Net Enter
tainment Malta Ltd. has obtained a Class IV license, permitting
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the Company to pursue hosting operations for its customers. The
maintenance and extension of this permit is crucial to Net Entertainment’s operations.
Certain EU member states, including Sweden, prohibit the
promotion of a lottery from outside the country. “Promotion”
is a broad concept and can thus cover highly diverse activities.
Although it seems far-fetched that Net Entertainment’s operations as a software supplier and host for online operators could
be viewed as "promotion", it is uncertain just how far this concept of "promotion" extends.
Gambling addiction
Although Net Entertainment does not itself pursue any gaming
operations, people suffering from gambling addiction could sue
the companies in the Net Entertainment Group as the gaming
originator and facilitator. While such claims are likely to be dismissed, they could give rise to substantial costs, reducing confidence in the Net Entertainment Group and eventually leading to a
decline in revenue. In 2005, Net Entertainment affiliated itself with
G4, an organization that works to prevent gaming addiction. Net
Entertainment has adapted the Casino module™ so that it offers
full support for the guidelines established by G4.
Personnel
Net Entertainment’s operations depend on the technical progress
of the Group and its ability to retain the skills lead that the Company feels it has. The technical skills of the personnel are thus
largely decisive for the Company’s future progress.
Major customers
Ten of Net Entertainment’s 50 or more customers account for a
considerable share of the Group’s revenue. The loss of any of these
major customers could impact negatively on Net Entertainment’s
earnings and financial position. As Net Entertainment acquires
new customers, its dependence on these major customers will
decline.
Intangible rights and agreements
Net Entertainment’s principal intangible rights consist primarily
of the copyrights to software, notably CasinoModule™, and the
accompanying material that has been, and is still being, developed
within the Group.
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Economic conditions
While Net Entertainment is not insensitive to changes in economic
conditions, they do not impact significantly on operations.
Competition
The Company competes with a number of major players who have
substantially larger financial and operational resources than those
at the disposal of Net Entertainment. This is an extremely attractive market and additional players are constantly trying to establish
a market presence. However, the threshold for establishing a presence in this market is very high. Any failure to compete successfully with these players would have negative consequences for Net
Entertainment’s earnings and financial position.
Business and revenue model

Sales to customers occur primarily via a direct sales model. Casino
Module™ is licensed on a royalty basis and the amount is determined by the earnings generated by the product, although there is
a minimum royalty level. The model provides a strong incentive
for the Company to develop the product continually and support
the Company’s licensees. The pricing also includes start-up and
delivery fees.

Pleasant workplace
Net Entertainment will work to create and maintain a pleasant
and secure work environment in order to attract and retain skilled
personnel. The work environment will be marked by trust, openness and participation. Net Entertainment will seek to ensure a favourable work environment and the Company will promote health
care, while counteracting illness in other ways.
Financial objectives
The following overriding financial objectives shall guide the Company’s activities and should be viewed over an extended period
(such as a business cycle):
n Sales growth shall be higher than the market average (in respect
of comparative companies)
n Operating margin at the EBIT level will remain high.
Developments during the year

Qualitative operational goals
Profitable growth
Net Entertainment will seek growth accompanied by profitability.
Expansion may take the form of organic growth or be attained
through acquisitions. Growth may also be achieved in new service
segments, such as Soft Games, and in new geographic markets.

Group 2007
Group sales increased in 2007 by 32.2 percent to SEK 132.0 (99.8)
million compared with the previous year. Operating profit increased by 24.0 percent to SEK 50.6 (40.8) million. Profit after tax
amounted to SEK 45.9 (28.5) million, corresponding to SEK 1.16
(0.72) per share.
The Group’s cash flow from operating activities during 2007
amounted to SEK 35.9 (36.4) million. Cash flow from investment
activities was negative in an amount of SEK 13.4 (negative 18.6)
million. Cash flow from financing activities amounted to SEK –9.9
(–9.9) million and relates to dividends in all material respects. On
December 31, 2007, the Group’s cash and cash equivalents stood
at SEK 25.9 (13.1) million, including SEK 5.4 million of funds held
on behalf of licensees.
During Q4 2007, Net Entertainment repaid the remaining SEK
4.7 million of a loan from its previous parent company, Betsson
AB. Net Entertainment is now completely debt-free.

Cost effectiveness
Since Net Entertainment is active in a competitive market, costeffective operations are crucial to the Company’s competitiveness.
This approach will permeate all the Company’s activities. Administrative and staff costs will be kept to a minimum. As a result of
more efficient planning, personnel expenses and other operating
costs will represent a small share of Company sales over time.

Sales trend for 2006 & 2007:
Licensing revenues for the year increased due to good market
growth that benefited most of our licensees. Our focus on games
with high entertainment value has been a successful strategy that
is reflected in the license revenues. 18 new license agreements for
CasinoModule™ were signed in 2007.
When it launched CasinoModule™ version 3.8 in Q3, Net

Overriding objectives

Qualitative operational goals
n 4 new product releases each year
n 4–6 new games per release.
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 ntertainment implemented a change to its model for calculatE
ing license fees in response to the casino operation’s increasing
volumes and the subsequent growth in jackpot volumes. This
means that, in future, Net Entertainment’s customers will be able
to manage jackpots themselves. Jackpots have not previously been
of any significant amount to affect the estimated amount of net
sales. This change does not alter the principle for how revenue is
reported and it has therefore not been necessary to make retroactive adjustment to the reports.
The model for calculating capitalised time was revised during
the final quarter of the year to better reflect the organisation’s actual working methods. As a result, more development time was
capitalised compared to previous periods. Group management
also evaluated the financial life of the gaming platforms. Based
on information about existing and expected market and competitive situations, Group management decided that the depreciation
period should be shortened to 3 years with effect from January
1, 2008. The new assessment does not cause a write-down requirement for existing platforms in addition to the regular planned
depreciation
The Group’s intangible assets primarily consist of development
expenses brought forward for games and gaming platforms included in CasinoModule™. Investments in the Company’s own games
and gaming platforms in 2007 totalled SEK 10.5 (14.6) million, of
which SEK 4.6 (6.8) million was invested in Sweden and SEK 5.9
(7.8) million was invested in Malta. Items of property, plant and
equipment mainly consist of hardware (servers etc.) for operating
games and gaming platforms.
Parent Company 2007
The Parent Company’s earnings totalled SEK 78.9 million, compared with SEK 110.3 million in 2006. Operating profit amounted
to SEK 4.9 (41.5) million and the profit after tax reached SEK 33.4
(27.9) million. On December 31, 2007, cash and cash equivalents
totalled SEK 12.4 million. Profit for the year includes an anticipated dividend of 3,122,000 from Net Entertainment Malta Holding
Ltd., which was entered as financial earnings.
Decreased revenues in the Parent Company compared with pre-
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vious periods and years result from Net Entertainment currently
having a higher share of revenues in Malta where the company’s
customers are located. Since projects are ordered and owned by
the Maltese subsidiary, development costs are no longer capitalised in the Parent Company either. However, the original software
platform remains in the Parent Company and generates royalties.
Invoicing is almost entirely intra-group, which has had a positive
effect on the capital tied-up in accounts receivable.
Nor were the running costs for management and administration
and costs for operating as a public and listed company attributed
to the Parent Company (or the Group) in the comparative figures
for the year, since these were borne by Betsson AB, the former parent company.
Remuneration to senior executives

Net Entertainment’s Annual General Meeting, held on May 21,
2007, resolved to adopt principles for remuneration and other
terms and conditions of employment for the CEO and other members of the management group. The remuneration packages shall
consist of basic salary, variable compensation, pension and other
benefits. These components shall comprise the total remuneration
of the individual. The basic salary shall be related to the areas of responsibility and experience of the individual and shall be reviewed
annually. Variable compensation shall be based on the attainment
by the individual of quantitative and qualitative goals.
Variable compensation for the CEO may amount to a maximum of 10 monthly salaries. Pension benefits may amount to a
maximum of 33 percent of the basic salary plus a single payment.
Employment may be terminated upon six (6) months’ notice, including pension benefits, and the CEO shall be entitled to one (1)
year’s remuneration, excluding pension, equivalent to the salary
received during the period of notice.
Variable compensation for other senior executives varies depending on the individual’s position and contract. The maximum
compensation may be 85 to 100 percent of the basic salary. The
Board of Directors proposes that guidelines conforming to those
described above shall apply until the next Annual General Meeting
to be held on April 10, 2008.
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Events after the end of the financial year

Environmental issues

Group management reached a decision in March 2008 to apply for
the quotation of shares on OMX Exchange Stockholm, Small Cap.
The transition to a different exchange will make it easier for many
institutions to trade in the Company’s shares and will increase the
interest in analyzing and monitoring the Company’s activities.
Net Entertainment has signed an agreement with Bet-atHome.com and a leading Scandinavian bingo website for Casino
Module™. The Company has also signed a pilot contract for its
new product, CasinoCafé™, which will be put into operation during the first half of 2008.
Group management has also decided to propose a dividend of
SEK 0.75 per share instead of SEK 0.50 per share as was previously
announced in the year-end report.

Net Entertainment does not conduct operations that require permits or that give rise to any particular environmental issues.
The Board’s proposed allocation of profit
dividend in the Parent Company
The following profits are at the disposal of the Annual General Meeting:
Returned earnings

3,650,390

Profit for the year

33,009,941

SEK

36,660,331

The Board of Directors proposes:
That the following should be distributed to the shareholders
SEK 0.75 per share

29,665,287

Future developments

That the following amount should be carried forward

The Company foresees continued strong market growth, where its
position as a prominent systems developer and provider will guarantee the continuation of its solid performance. The Company also
intends to grow more than the market. In 2008, the Group will
gradually be increasing its rate of production through the development of contracts in the Ukraine and will also be evaluating new
product areas.

SEK

6,995,044
36,660,331

The Group’s and Company’s earnings and financial position are
otherwise presented in subsequent income statements with additional information.
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Income statement – Group

Note

2007

2006

Revenue

5

131,145

99,475

Other revenue

5

875

298

132,020

99,773

Total operating revenue
Operating expenses

Capitalized work for own use

9,967

6,600

4, 7

–39,263

–33,915

8

–44,250

–26,007

11, 12

–7,839

–4,407

Other operating expenses

–55

–1,243

Total operating expenses

–81,440

–58,972

50,580

40,801

Other external expenses
Personnel expenses
Depreciation/amortization

Operating profit
Financial items

6

Financial income

411

237

Financial expense

–187

–1,195

224

–958

50,804

39,843

–4,893

–11,361

45,911

28,482

45,911

28,482

Total financial items
Profit before tax
Income tax

9

Profit for the year
Of which attributed to:

Parent Company shareholders
Basic earnings per share (SEK)

10

1.16

0.72

Diluted earnings per share (SEK)

10

1.16

0.72

0.75

0.25

Proposed/implemented dividend per share
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Balance sheet – Group

Note

Dec 31, 2007

Dec 31, 2006

Intangible fixed assets

11

24,246

19,534

Tangible fixed assets

12

5,860

4,722

Other long-term receivables

16

18

42

30,124

24,298

ASSETS
Fixed assets

Total fixed assets
Current assets

Accounts receivable

14

11,143

5,386

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

15

15,874

7,889

Current tax assets

9

12,953

–

Other receivables

16

2,085

5,935

Cash and cash equivalents

17

25,915

13,053

Total current assets

67,970

32,263

TOTAL ASSETS

98,094

56,561

Dec 31, 2007

Dec 31, 2006

Note
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Shareholders’ equity

18

Share capital
Other capital contributed
Reserves

1,191

1,187

34,200

34,204

801

–232

Retained earnings incl. profit for the year

16,953

–19,069

Total equity

53,145

16,090

2,195

835

2,195

835

Long-term liabilities

Deferred tax liabilities

9

Total long-term liabilities
Current liabilities

Accounts payable

4,739

3,159

9

21,875

5,172

Other liabilities

20

7,399

21,047

Accrued expenses and deferred income

21

8,741

10,258

Total current liabilities

42,754

39,636

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

98,094

56,561

Pledged assets

None

None

Contingent liabilities

None

None

Current tax liabilities
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Changes in equity – Group

Note 18

Opening equity Jan 1, 2006

Share
capital

1,021

Retained
Other capital
earnings incl.
contributed Reserves profit for year

34,204

–

–23,096

Total equity

12,129

Translation differences for the year

–232

–232

Total changes in value recognised directly in
equity, excl. transactions with company’s owners

–232

–232

Profit for the year

28,482

Total changes in value, excl. transactions
with company’s owners

–232

Dividend to former Parent Company (Betsson AB)
Group contributions to former Parent Company
(Betsson AB)
Effect of taxation on Group contribution
Bonus issue and split
Closing equity Dec 31, 2006

166
1,187

34,204

–232

Translation differences for the year

1,033

Total changes in value recognised directly in
equity, excl. transactions with company’s owners

1,033

Profit for the year

1,033

Dividend paid
Bonus issue
Closing equity Dec 31, 2007

28,482

28,250

–9,889

–9,889

–20,000

–20,000

5,600

5,600

–166

–

–19,069

16,090

1,033

1,033

45,911

Total changes in value, excl. transactions
with company’s owners
4

–4

1,191

34,200

28,482

45,911

45,911

46,944

–9,889

–9,889

16,953

53,145

–
801

There is no minority interest in the Group. All equity is therefore attributable to Parent Company
shareholders.
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Cash flow statement – Group

Note

2007

2006

50,804

39,843

7,839

4,407

–

–130

Operating activities

Profit after financial items
Adjustments for non-cash items
– Depreciation/amortization

11, 12

– Capital gain/loss on sales
– Other

529

398

Income taxes paid

184

–795

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in
working capital

59,356

43,723

Change in receivables

–9,892

3,036

Change in accounts payable

1,580

1,751

Change in current liabilities

–15,165

–12,128

35,879

36,382

Cash flow from operating activities
Investing activities

Acquisition of intangible fixed assets

11

–10,460

– 14,560

Acquisition of tangible fixed assets

12

–3,003

–4,461

–

190

Sale of tangible fixed assets
Disposal of shares and participating interests,
subsidiaries
Disposal of other financial fixed assets
Change in long-term receivables

–

–

24

–8

–

278

–13,439

–18,561

Dividend paid

–9,889

–9,889

Cash flow from financing activities

–9,889

–9,889

Cash flow from investing activities
Financing activities

Change in cash and cash equivalents

12,551

7,932

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

13,053

5,535

Exchange rate differences in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at year-end

17

311

–414

25,915

13,053

Additional disclosures
Unutilized credit facilities amounted to

36

–

–

Interest paid during the period amounted to

187

16

Interest received during the period amounted to

411

237
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income statement – Parent Company

Note

2007

2006

Revenue

5

78,050

110,022

Other revenue

5

874

293

78,924

110,315

Total operating revenue
Operating expenses

Capitalized work for own use
Other external expenses
Personnel expenses
Depreciation/amortization

4,620

6,600

4.7

–32,827

–43,976

8

–40,509

–25,963

11, 12

–5,208

–4,275

Other operating expenses

–56

–1,127

Total operating expenses

–73,980

–68,741

4,944

41,574

Operating profit
Financial items

6

Profit/loss from interests in Group companies
Interest and similar income
Interest and similar expense

29,515

–61

195

193

–186

–1,192

Total financial items

29,524

–1,060

Profit after financial items

34,468

40,514

–

–1,702

34,468

38,812

– 1,458

–10,885

33,010

27,927

Appropriations

19

Profit before tax
Tax
Profit for the year

9
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Balance sheet – Parent Company

Note

Dec 31, 2007

Dec 31, 2006

12,612

11,603

ASSETS
Fixed assets

Intangible fixed assets

11

Games and gaming systems
Concessions, patents and similar rights

224

Trademarks

44

94

12,656

11,921

Equipment and fittings

3,635

4,722

Total tangible fixed assets

3,635

4,722

142

Total intangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets

12

Financial fixed assets
Participating interests in Group companies

13

216

Other long-term receivables

16

5

42

221

184

16,512

16,827

Total financial fixed assets
Total fixed assets

Current assets

Current receivables
Accounts receivable

14

4

2,965

5

29,545

15,528

Other receivables

16

2,083

5,935

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

15

2,024

4,528

33,656

28,956

12,462

6,127

Total current assets

46,118

35,083

Total assets

62,630

51,910

Receivables from Group companies

Total current receivables
Cash and bank balances
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Note

Dec 31, 2007

Dec 31, 2006

1,191

1,187

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Shareholders’ equity

18

Restricted equity
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Total restricted equity

38

38

1,229

1,225

Unrestricted equity
Retained earnings

3,650

–14,385

Profit for the year

33,010

27,927

Total unrestricted equity

36,660

13,542

Total equity

37,889

14,767

2,982

2,982

Accounts payable

4,504

3,159

Liabilities to Group companies

1,806

377

6,763

5,172
21,048

Untaxed reserves

19

Current liabilities

Tax liabilities

9

Other liabilities

20

924

Accrued expenses and deferred income

21

7,762

4,405

Total current liabilities

21,759

34,161

Total equity and liabilities

62,630

51,910

Pledged assets

None

13

Contingent liabilities

None
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Changes in equity – Parent Company

Share
equity

Statutory
reserve

Retained
earnings

Profit
for year

Total
equity

1,021

204

–10,383

20,287

11,129

Allocation adopted by Annual General Meeting

20,287

–20,287

–

Dividend paid in accordance with Extraordinary General
Meeting resolution

–9,888

–9,888

–20,000

–20,000

Note 18

Opening equity

Group contribution to former Parent Company
(Betsson AB)
Effect of taxation on Group contribution

5,600

Profit for the year
Bonus issue and split
Closing equity Dec 31, 2006

166

–166

1,187

38

Allocation adopted by Annual General Meeting

27,927

–14,384

27,927

14,767

18,039

–27,927

–9,888

33,010

33,010

33,010

37,889

–

Profit for the year
Bonus issue
Closing equity Dec 31, 2007
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1,191

5,600
27,927

–4
38

3,650

–
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Cash flow statement – Parent Company

Note

2007

2006

34,468

40,514

5,208

4,275

Operating activities

Profit after financial items
Adjustments for non-cash items
– Depreciation/amortization

11, 12

– Capital gain/loss on sales of fixed assets

–131

– Other

–297

205

Income taxes paid

–218

–751

Cash flow from operating activities before
changes in working capital

39,161

44,112

Change in receivables

–3,930

–6,350

Change in accounts payable

1,345

1,751

Change in current liabilities

–15,756

–17,528

20,820

21,985

Cash flow from operating activities
Investing activities

Acquisition of intangible fixed assets

11

–4,620

–6,819

Acquisition of tangible fixed assets

12

–2,759

–4,461

2,820

190

Disposal of tangible fixed assets
Acquisition of shares and participating interests

13

Disposal of shares and participating interests

13

34

–

Increase in share capital

13

–108

30

Change in long-term receivables

–53

37

–

–4,596

–11,113

Dividend

–9,889

–9,889

Cash flow from financing activities

–9,889

–9,889

Cash flow from investing activities
Financing activities

Change in cash and cash equivalents

6,335

983

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

6,127

5,349

12,462

6,127

Exchange rate differences in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at year-end

–205
17

Additional disclosures
Unutilized credit facilities amounted to

–

–

Interest paid during the period amounted to

135

13

Interest received during the period amounted to

187
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Notes

Notes to the Financial Statements

Note 1

General information

Net Entertainment NE AB (Parent Company, corporate registration
number 556532-6443) and its subsidiaries (together, the Group) is a
Swedish IT consultancy group, which develops and licenses software for
Internet-based gaming. The Group has offices in Stockholm, Malta and
Costa Rica and the majority of its customers are sports gaming sites
of varying sizes.
The Parent Company is a public limited liability company with its registered office in Sweden. The address of the head office is Birger Jarls
gatan 57B, Stockholm, Sweden. The Parent Company has been trading
on the Nordic Growth Market (NGM) Equity since April 5, 2007.
This Annual Report was approved for publication by the Board of
Directors on March 27, 2008. The Statements of Income and Balance
Sheets shall be adopted at the Annual General Meeting on April 10,
2008.

Note 2

Accounting and valuation principles

Preparation of the report
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) and the statements of the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) as adopted by the EU
Commission for application within the EU. The Group has also applied
the Swedish Financial Accounting Standards Council’s recommendation
RR 30:06 ”Supplementary accounting regulations for groups”.
This Annual Report has been prepared by the Parent Company with
subsidiaries distributed by Betsson AB (publ) as per March 30, 2007.
The Group has been historically created via transactions under common
control of the former Betsson Group. IFRS 3 provides no guidelines for
such transactions and IAS 8 guidelines specify that related standard
regulations in such a situation can be used as a principle basis for reporting the specific event. The US GAAP accounting principles provide
such a regulatory framework and the principle that has thus been chosen
is the preparation of the consolidated financial statements according to
the historical value method (”predecessor basis”).
This means that the subsidiaries that were subsidiaries of Net Enter
tainment NE AB on March 30, 2007 and whose operations (under the
application of the historical value method of accounting) are historically
considered to belong to the Group, have been included in the consolidated financial statements for comparison with 2006 figures. The subsidiaries in Malta (see note 13) were brought over from other companies
in the Betsson Group on January 1, 2006. The transaction took place
under common control and at book value and no revaluation of assets
or liabilities has taken place on account of this. Likewise, the conso-
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lidated financial statements do not include subsidiaries which at the
start of 2006 but no later than March 30, 2007 belonged to the Group.
Prerequisites for preparing the Group’s financial reportsThe Parent
Company’s functional currency is the Swedish krona (SEK), which is
also the reporting currency for the Parent Company and the Group. This
means that the financial reports are presented in SEK. Unless otherwise
specified, all amounts are rounded to the nearest thousand. Assets and
liabilities are recognised at acquisition value, apart from some financial
assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value.
The most important accounting principles in the preparation of these
consolidated financial statements are stated below. These principles have
been applied consistently for all the years presented, unless otherwise
stated.
The Parent Company applies the same principles as the Group, with
the exception that the Parent Company also applies RR 32 ”Reporting
for Legal Entities”. This results in certain differences caused by the
requirements of the Annual Accounts Act or by tax considerations. The
accounting principles for the Parent Company are stated below in the
section ’Parent Company accounting principles’.
Standards, changes and interpretations that came into force in 2007
IFRS 7, Financial instruments: Information, and the supplementary
change of IAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements – Capital Disclosures. This standard concerns extended disclosure requirements relating to financial instruments but has no effect on the presentation and
valuation of the Group’s financial instruments.
IFRIC 10, Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment states that
an entity shall not reverse an impairment loss recognised in a previous
interim period in respect of goodwill or an investment in either an equity
instrument or a financial asset carried at cost. This interpretation has no
effect on the Group’s financial reports.
Standards, changes and interpretations that came into force in 2007
but that are not relevant for the Group
IFRIC 7, Applying the Restatement Approach under IAS 29, Financial
Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies.
IFRIC 8, Scope of IFRS 2 assessment of whether equity instruments
fall within the framework of IFRS 2.
IFRIC 9, Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives is not relevant as no
Group company has changed the conditions in existing contracts.
IFRIC 11, IFRS 2 – Group and Treasury Share Transactions.
Standards and changes of existing standards which still have not
come into force and which have not been applied in advance by
the Group
IAS 1 (Amendment), Presentation of Financial Statements (effective
from January 1, 2009). The amendment is still subject to endorsement
by the EU. The amendments primarily involve changes in format and
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d esignations of the financial reports. Thus, the Group’s future format
of its financial reports will be affected by the introduction of this
standard.
IAS 23 (Amendment), Borrowing costs (effective from January 1,
2009). The amendment is still subject to endorsement by the EU. The
amendment requires an entity to capitalize borrowing costs directly
attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset (one that takes a substantial period of time to get ready for
use or sale) as part of the cost of that asset. The option of immediately
expensing those borrowing costs will be removed.
IAS 27 (Amendment), Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements (effective from July 1, 2009). The amendment is still subject to
endorsement by the EU. The amendment requires that income attributable to non-controlling interests must always be recognised even if this
means that the share of the non-controlling interests is negative, that all
transactions with non-controlling interests must be recognised in equity
and that, in cases where a parent company loses the controlling interest,
any remaining share must be reassessed at fair value. This amendment to
the standard will affect the accounting for future transactions.
IFRS 3 (Amendment), Business Combinations (effective from July 1,
2009). This amendment is still subject to endorsement by the EU. The
amendment applies proactively to combinations after the date it comes
into force. The application will mean a change in accounting for future
business combinations, e.g. accounting of transaction costs, possible conditional purchase prices and successive acquisitions. The amendment will
not have any impact on previous business combinations but will affect
the accounting for future business combinations.
IFRS 8, Operating segments (effective from January 1, 2009). IFRS
8 replaces IAS 14 and aligns segment reporting with the requirements
of the USA standard SFAS 131, Disclosures about segments of an enterprise and related information. The new standard requires an entity to
adopt the ”management approach” for presenting the segment information, which means that it is presented in the way that is used in the internal reporting. The Group will implement IFRS 8 from January 1, 2009.
Management is still analyzing what impact the standard will have but
does not believe that it will lead to any significant impairment losses.
Interpretations of existing standards which still have not come into
force and which are not relevant for the Group
IFRS 2, Share-based Payment (Amendment) – Vesting Conditions and
Cancellations (effective from January 1, 2009). The amendment is still
subject to endorsement by the EU. The amendment clarifies the definition of vesting conditions and introduces the concept of ”non-vesting
conditions” (conditions not defined as vesting conditions). The Group
currently has no share-based remuneration.
IFRIC 12, Service Concession Arrangements (effective from January
1, 2008). This interpretation is still subject to endorsement by the EU.
IFRIC 12 applies to contractual arrangements whereby a private sector operator participates in the development, financing, operation and
maintenance of infrastructure for public sector services. The Group does
not supply services to the public sector.
IFRIC 13, Customer Loyalty Programmes (effective from July 1,
2008). This interpretation is still subject to endorsement by the EU.
IFRIC 13 clarifies that when goods or services are sold together with
some form of customer loyalty incentive (e.g. loyalty points or free pro-

ducts), the arrangement is a multiple-element agreement. At present, the
Group does not have any loyalty programmes which fall within IFRIC
13.
IFRIC 14, ”IAS 19 – The limit on a defined benefit asset, minimum
funding requirements and their interaction” (effective from January 1,
2008). This is still subject to endorsement by the EU. IFRIC 14 provides
guidance on assessing the limit in IAS 19 on the amount of the surplus
that can be recognised as an asset. The Group will apply IFRIC 14 from
January 1, 2008, but this is not expected to have any impact on the
Group’s accounts.
Classifications

Assets are classified as current assets if they are expected to be sold or
are intended to be sold or used in the Company’s normal operating cycle,
if they are held primarily for trading purposes, if they are expected to
be sold within twelve months after the balance sheet date or if they are
cash or cash equivalents. All other assets are classified as fixed assets.
Liabilities are classified as current liabilities if they are expected to
be settled in the Company’s normal operating cycle, if they are owned
primarily for trading purposes, if they are expected to be settled within
twelve months after the balance sheet date or if the Company does not
have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at
least twelve months after the balance sheet date. All other liabilities are
classified as long-term liabilities.
Consolidated financial statements

The consolidated financial statements include the Parent Company and
entities in which the Parent Company, directly or indirectly, has an interest of more than one half of the voting rights or otherwise has power
to govern the financial and operating policies so as to obtain economic
benefits.
Principles of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the purchase method of accounting. This means that the Parent
Company indirectly acquires the subsidiary’s assets and takes over its
liabilities. The cost of an acquisition is measured as the fair value of the
assets given, plus costs directly attributable to the acquisition. Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed
in a business combination are measured initially at their fair values at
the acquisition date, irrespective of the extent of any minority interest.
The difference between the cost of acquisition of the shares and the fair
value at the time of acquisition of the Group’s share of the identifiable
net assets acquired is recognised as consolidated goodwill. If the cost of
acquisition is less than the fair value, the difference is recognised directly
in the income statement.
The subsidiaries’ income, expenses, assets and liabilities are included
in the consolidated financial statements from the date on which control
arises (acquisition date) until the date on which control ceases. IntraGroup receivables, liabilities and transactions and any associated gains,
are eliminated in their entirety.
Translation of foreign operations

Operations that do not have the SEK as their functional currency are
translated to SEK using the current method. This means that all assets,
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provisions and other liabilities are translated at the closing rate, and income statement items are translated at the average rate. Exchange differences arising during this conversion (translation differences) are recognised directly in equity. Independent foreign operations are sold at their
accumulated translation differences, less any hedging in the consolidated
financial statements.
Revenue
Net Entertainment’s revenue is largely dependent on the licensing of online gaming products/services. Revenue consists of the fair value of what
is received or will be received for services sold in the Group’s operating
activities excluding VAT and discounts, and after elimination of internal
Group sales. All invoicing takes place monthly in arrears.
CasinoModuleTM and CasinoCaféTM generate license revenues in accordance with a royalty model and the size is determined by the earnings
the product generates for the customer and is recognised in the period
the customer uses the product. Other revenues from related consulting
and service activities (start-up and delivery fees) are recognised as revenue when delivery has been made to the customer.
The Group reports a revenue when its amount can be reliably measured. It is likely that the Company will reap financial benefits in the
future. If it is considered that the revenue figure cannot be measured in
a reliable manner before all obligations with regard to the sale have been
fulfilled or have lapsed, the Group bases its assessments and estimates
on historical outcomes and takes into account the type of customer, type
of transaction and special circumstances in each individual case. If there
are any circumstances that might change the original assessment of the
size of the revenue, the estimates shall be reviewed. These reviews can
result in increases or decreases of the estimated revenue or expenses and
affect the revenue during the period that the circumstances that caused
the change came to the knowledge of the company management.
Other operating revenue
Revenues from non-core activities are reported as other operating revenue. This item mainly includes recovered amortized receivables, exchange
gains from operations and profit from the sale of fixed assets.
Other operating expenses
Costs of secondary activities in ordinary operations relating to operating receivables and operating liabilities are reported as other operating
expenses. This item mainly includes exchange losses from operations and
losses on the sale of fixed assets and businesses.

the world and still serve many local markets around the world. Dividing
operations into geographical segments according to these companies’
legal domicile would not provide relevant information. Similarly, the Net
Entertainment Group’s operations are spread geographically for legal
and tax-related reasons.
Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement is prepared using the indirect method. The recognised cash flow only covers transactions that result in incoming or
outgoing payments. This means that discrepancies may occur compared
with changes in individual items in the balance sheet.
Intangible fixed assets
Development expenditure is capitalized to the extent that it is expected
to result in future economic benefits. Only expenditure associated with
the development phase of online gaming products, systems and platforms
is capitalized and recognised as an asset from the date on which the
decision is made to complete the project and when conditions allow this.
The carrying amount includes expenditure on materials, purchased services, direct payroll expenses and indirect expenses that can be reasonably
and consistently attributed to the asset.
Development expenses are recognised in the balance sheet at cost,
net of accumulated amortization and impairment losses. Regular assessments are made of the projects’ income-generating capacity in order
to identify any impairment requirements. Intangible fixed assets also
include acquired gaming agreements, concessions and trademarks. These
intangible assets are reported in the balance sheet at acquisition value,
less accumulated amortization and impairment losses.
All intangible assets have limited useful life.
Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are recognised at historical cost, less accumulated
depreciation and any impairment losses. Repairs and maintenance are
expensed as they arise.
Depreciation/amortization and impairment
Depreciation/amortization is based on the original acquisition value less
the calculated residual value and any impairment losses. Depreciation/
amortization is applied on a straight-line basis over the asset’s estimated
useful life. Useful lives of assets (years):
Trademarks, domain names max 5 years.
Gaming agreements and concessions 3-5 years.
n Capitalized development expenses for games, gaming systems and
gaming platforms are based on class of asset and amount to max 5
years.
n Servers 5 years.
n Office equipment and other computers 5 years.
n Vehicles 3–5 years.
n Computers (workstations for developers, etc.) expensed.
n
n

Segment reporting
The Company’s only product (primary segment) is CasinoModuleTM.
Geographically, Net Entertainment’s partners (gaming sites, betting
companies) offer gaming to their customers in many different countries. Net Entertainment does not have access to information about
the end customer (the player) and therefore cannot determine where
gaming revenues originate geographically. The domicile of Net Entertainment’s direct customers’ (gaming sites) is determined by reasons
completely different to proximity to the local market, for instance appropriate gaming legislation, tax-related reasons or other reasons. The
advantage of the Internet is that it is a global, cross-border form of
distribution, where gaming site owners can be domiciled anywhere in
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The residual value and useful life of an asset is reviewed annually. If
the carrying amount of tangible, intangible or financial fixed assets in
the Group appears excessive, impairment is identified and quantified by
reference to the recoverable value of individual or naturally related types
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of assets, measured as the higher of net selling price and value in use.
The value in use is measured as expected future discounted cash flow.
An impairment loss is the difference between the carrying amount and
the recoverable value. When a previously recognised impairment loss is
no longer warranted, it is reversed. A reversal may not be higher than
a value that does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been
recognised (net of amortization or depreciation) had no impairment
loss been recognised.
Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are expensed in the income statement for the period to
which they relate.
Financial instruments
Financial assets can be classified in the following categories:
(a) financial assets measured at fair value in the income statement,
(b) loan receivables and accounts receivable and (c) available-for-sale
financial assets. The classification is dependent upon the purpose for which
the financial asset was acquired. Group management establishes the classification of the financial assets at the first accounting opportunity.
The Group does not have any assets which come under the categories
(a) or (c).
Loan receivables and accounts receivable

Loan receivables and accounts receivable are financial assets that are
not derivatives with fixed payments or payments that can be defined,
and are not listed in an active market. They are included in current
assets with the exception of items with an expiry date of more than 12
months from the closing date, which are classified as fixed assets. In this
category, accounts receivable are categorised by Accounts Receivable
and other receivables as well as Cash or cash equivalents in the balance
sheet (see notes 14 and 17).
Accounts receivable

Accounts receivable are initially measured at accumulated acquisition
value and then at accumulated acquisition value with application of the
effective interest method, less any provision for impairment. Provision
for impairment on accounts receivable is made when there is direct proof
that the Group will not be able to collect all the amounts due under the
original terms of the receivable. The amount of a provision is the difference between the asset’s carrying value and the current value of assessed
future cash flows, discounted using the original effective interest rate,
and the adjustment is recognised in the income statement in sales costs.
When an accounts receivable cannot be collected, it is completely written
off accounts receivable.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash, bank balances and other shortterm investments with an expiry date within three months of the acquisition date.
Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Transactions that can be directly
attributed to issues of new shares or options are recognised, net after
tax, in equity as a deduction from the issue amount.

Accounts payable
Accounts payable are initially recognised at fair value and then at the
accumulated acquisition value using the effective interest method.
Other ﬁnancial liabilities
Financial liabilities not held for trading are measured at accumulated
acquisition value. Accumulated acquisition value is measured on the
basis of the effective interest calculated when the liability was recognised. This means that surplus and deficit values and direct issue costs
are accrued over the liability’s maturity.
Financial investments
Financial investments are either financial fixed assets or short-term investments, depending on the purpose of the holding. If their maturity or expected period of ownership exceeds one year they are financial fixed assets,
and if it is less than one year they are short-term investments. Financial
investments comprising shares are either financial assets measured at fair
value in the income statement or available-for-sale financial assets.
Interest-bearing securities acquired with the purpose of holding until maturity are classified as held-to-maturity financial assets and are
measured at accrued acquisition value. Interest-bearing securities not
acquired to be held until maturity are classified as available-for-sale
financial assets. When financial assets are measured at fair value in the
income statement, any changes in value are recognised in net financial
income/expense.
Taxes
Tax in the income statement consists of current tax and deferred tax.
Current tax is tax (paid or received) that relates to the current year. This
also includes adjustment of current tax attributable to prior periods.
Valuation of tax liabilities and receivables takes place at nominal
amounts and in accordance with tax regulations and tax rates that are
adopted or advised and, in all certainty, will be fixed. For items that
are recognised in the income statement, related tax effects are also
thus recognised in the income statement. Tax effects of items that are
recognised directly in equity are recognised in equity.
Deferred tax is calculated using the balance sheet liability method
based on temporary differences between reported and tax related values on assets and liabilities, and applying the tax rates and regulations
adopted or advised at the balance sheet date and which are expected
to apply when the affected deferred tax receivable is realised or the
deferred tax liability is settled. Temporary differences are not taken
into consideration in goodwill on consolidation or in differences attributable to shares in subsidiaries and associated companies which are
not expected to be taxed in the near future. Untaxed reserves including
deferred tax liabilities are reported in legal entities. Deferred tax assets
relating to deductible temporary differences and loss carryforwards are
only reported insofar as it will be possible to utilize them in the future
and that they will result in lower future tax payments.
Leasing
Leasing is classified either as finance or operating leasing in the consolidated financial statements. Leasing of fixed assets where the Group is essentially exposed to the same risks and rewards as in direct ownership is
classified as finance leasing. The leased asset is recognised in fixed assets
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and the corresponding rental liability falls under interest-bearing liabilities. Leasing of assets where the lessor essentially remains the owner
of the asset is classified as operating leasing and the leasing charges
are expensed on a straight-line basis over the leasing period. Details of
operating leasing and rental agreements are shown in note 4.
Employee benefits
Pension expense and pension commitments

The Group has various pension plans in different countries. The pension plans are normally financed by payments from the relevant Group
companies and in some cases from employees. All pension plans are
defined-contribution plans, which means that the Group does not have
any legal or informal obligations when the contributions have been paid.
The Group’s disbursements for defined-contribution pension plans are
reported as an expense during the period in which the employee performed the services to which the contribution relates.
Remuneration after termination of employment

The Group has no obligations to employees after they have retired or
finished in their posts.
Termination benefits

Compensation is paid when an employee’s job is terminated by Net
Entertainment before the normal retiring date or when an employee
voluntarily accepts severance pay. The Group recognises severance pay
when it is demonstrably committed to either terminating the employment
of employees in accordance with a detailed formal plan without the possibility of retraction, or providing termination benefits as a result of an
offer which is made to encourage voluntary departure.
Profit-sharing and bonus plans

The Group recognises a liability and an expense for bonus and profit
shares, based on various qualitative and quantitative standards. The
Group recognises a provision when there is a legal obligation or an
informal obligation owing to previous practice.
Provisions
A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Company has a
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past event and it
is likely that an outflow of financial resources will be required to settle
the obligation and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. In a
situation where the effect of when the payment takes place is important,
provisions are measured by discounting expected future cash flows at
an interest rate before tax, so that it reflects the present market value
of the expenditure required to settle the amount and, if applicable, the
risks associated with the liability. A restructuring provision is recognised
when the Group has defined a detailed, formal restructuring plan and
the restructuring has either commenced or has been officially approved.
No provision is made for future operating expenses.
Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is recognised when there is a possible obligation
arising from past events and its existence is confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events, or when
there is an obligation which is not reported as a liability or a provision
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due to the fact that it is not probable that an outflow of resources will
be required to settle the obligation.
Parent Company’s accounting principles

The Parent Company complies with the same accounting principles as
the Group with the exception of that which is stated below.
Interests in subsidiaries are reported at acquisition value with deductions for possible depreciation.
Group and shareholder contributions are reported in accordance with
the recommendations of the Swedish Financial Accounting Standards
Council’s Emerging Issues Task Force. Shareholder contributions are
recognised directly in the equity of the recipient company and capitalised in the contributor’s shares and participating interests. These assets
are subsequently subject to impairment testing. Group contributions are
reported on the basis of economic substance. This means that Group contributions made or received for the purpose of minimising the Group’s
total tax are recognised directly in retained earnings after a deduction
for their current tax effect.
All leasing agreements are recognised as operating leasing.
Received dividends are recognised when the right to receive dividends
is considered to be reliable.
In the Parent Company, owing to the connection between reporting
and taxation, the deferred tax liabilities on untaxed reserves are recognised as a part of the untaxed reserves.
Key estimates and assumptions

The Group makes estimates and assumptions about the future. These
estimates are used when preparing the financial reports. By definition,
these predictions rarely match the actual results. The estimates and assumptions which involve a risk of significant adjustments in the carrying
values of assets and liabilities in the next financial year are presented
below. They are regularly evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are
deemed reasonable in the circumstances.
Income tax and VAT
The Group is liable to pay tax in many different countries. Extensive assessments are required in order to establish the provisions for income tax.
There are many transactions and calculations where the final tax is uncertain at the time when the transactions and calculations are carried out. At
present, no extra provision has been made for any tax audit issues.
Foreign gaming companies in Malta have until now been exempted
from VAT. The Maltese authorities are currently reviewing regulations,
but at present it is difficult to have a clear idea of which, if any, regulatory changes may be made. If some areas of the Maltese company’s
operations become subject to VAT, it will most likely have a negative impact on profits. At present, no extra provision has been made for this.
Impairment tests
Every year, the Group’s assets are tested to determine if any impairment has occurred in accordance with IAS 36. The Group has invested
considerable amounts in the development of gaming platforms and their
carrying amounts are compared with present value calculated future
discounted cash flows. The testing is carried out in the fourth quarter.
No impairment was identified following tests in 2007.

notes

Note 3

Liquidity risk

Financial risks

The Group’s financial activities are pursued on the basis of a low-risk
financial policy as established by the Board. Financial activities and the
management of financial risks are coordinated via the Parent Company
Net Entertainment NE AB (publ), which is also responsible for the
investment of excess liquidity.
The wholly owned operating subsidiaries are themselves responsible
for managing their financial risks within the framework set by the Board
and following coordination with the Parent Company.
Market risk

Group earnings are exposed to changes in exchange rates since most
sales are in Euros, and expenses (transaction exposure) are in SEK. Net
Entertainment does not currently hedge this portion. Earnings are also
affected by exchange rate fluctuations when foreign subsidiaries’ earnings are translated to SEK (translation exposure). Moreover, exchange
rate movements affect Group equity when assets and liabilities in foreign
subsidiaries are translated to SEK (translation exposure). At the present
time there is no hedging of equity in foreign subsidiaries.
If the SEK had weakened/strengthened by 10 percent in relation to the
Euro with all other variables constant, earnings for the year as of December
31, 2007, would have been SEK 4,248 (55) thousand higher/lower.

Liquidity risk is managed by means of the Group holding sufficient cash
and cash equivalents in order to finance the operation. Management
also monitors rolling forecasts for the Group’s liquidity reserve, which
consist of cash and cash equivalents (note 17) on the basis of expected
cash flows.
Group financial liabilities essentially consist of accounts payable,
where the contractual expiry date falls within 12 months.
Capital risk management

The aim of Net Entertainment with regard to the capital structure is to
secure the Group’s ability to continue its operations, so that it can continue to generate return for its shareholders and maintain an optimum
capital structure in order to keep the capital costs down.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, Net Entertainment can change the allocation paid to the shareholders, repay capital to
the shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce liabilities.
Net Entertainment assesses the capital on the basis of net debt/equity
ratio and quick ratio (see page 42).
The net debt/equity ratio (multiple) at the end of the reporting period
amounted to –0.5 (–0.8) whilst the quick ratio amounted to 159 (65)
percent.
Tax risks

licensing revenues per currency 2007
USD 3%

Euro 97%

Foreign gaming companies in Malta have until now been exempted from
VAT.
The Maltese authorities are currently reviewing their regulations on
foreign gaming companies, but it is not currently possible to gain a definite understanding of possible pending regulatory changes. The operations in Malta have until now been exempted from VAT. If some areas of
the Maltese company’s operations become subject to VAT, it will most
likely have a negative impact on profits.
Note 4

Calculated on avarage exchanges rates for 2007
Interest rate risks

Net Entertainment is largely a debt-free company, which means that the
interest rate risk to which Group revenue and cash flows are exposed,
is low. Changes in the interest rate position affect the Group’s return
on cash and cash equivalents. The risk in these changes is deemed immaterial.
Credit risk

The Group does not have any significant concentration of credit risks.
The Group has set guidelines for safeguarding the sale of services to customers with a suitable credit background. No credit limits were exceeded
during the reporting period and management does not expect any losses
resulting from failed payments from these other parties.

Leasing

Leasing expenses for vehicles, rent for premises and other rented equipment as well as that which falls under the heading operational leasing
amounted to:
Group

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

Expensed
lease payments and rental charges

–3,046

–2,113

–2,715

–2,103

Total

–3,046

–2,113

–2,715

–2,103

Future minimum charges for non-cancellable operating leases and
rental agreements:
Group

Parent Company

– during 2008

5,605

5,352

– during 2009–2012

8,020

8,020

– after 2012
Total

–

–

13,625

13,382
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Note 5

Revenues and related-party transactions
Group

2007

Note 6

131,145

2007

95,550

6,185

2007

2006

Interest income

492

237

Net exchange differences

–81

–

411

237

–187

2006

81,531

– Consulting revenues

–

3,857

71,803

28,423

Finance income

– Invoiced expenses

–

65

62

65

– Rental revenues

–

3

–

3

Interest expense

131,145

99,475

78,050

110,022

Total
Other operating revenue

– Capital gain on the sale
of fixed assets
– Exchange differences, operations
– Other
Total

–

293

–

853

–

853

–

22

5

21

–

875

298

874

293

2007

2006

Purchases of services from related parties

13,792

– share of total operating expenses

18.3%

77,857

24,584

98.65%

22.3%

1,806

377

29,545

15,528

Liability to related parties

Receivable from related parties

Receivable from subsidiaries

Net entertainment | 2007

–1,195

224

–958

Parent Company

2006

29,576

–

–61

–61

29,515

–61

Interest income, external

225

193

Exchange differences

–30

Total financial income and
similar income

195

Anticipated dividend from subsidiaries
Capital loss on sale of shares
in subsidiaries and liquidation
Total profit/loss from other securities
and investments and interests in Group companies

Interest expense, external
Total financial expenses
and similar expenses

193

–186

–13
–1,179

–186

–1,192

29,524

–1,060

Comments on financial items in the income statements

Sale of services to related parties

Liability to subsidiaries

–187

2007

Total financial items

Purchases from subsidiaries

–16
–1,179

Exchange differences
Parent Company

– share of total revenues

Finance expense

293

Related-party transactions

Sales to subsidiaries

Exchange differences
Total financial items

The Parent Company is related to its subsidiaries, see Note 11. Sold
services pertain mainly to consulting services, license fees, hosting and
forward-invoiced expenses. Related-party transactions are priced on the
basis of normal market conditions.
For 2007, Net Entertainment has license revenues from the Betsson
Group, in which the Chairman of the Board and two Board Members
are partners and board members.
For remuneration to board members and senior executives, see Note 8.
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Group

Parent Company

2006

Revenue

– License revenues, royalties

Financial items

Parent Company
In 2007, the Parent Company sold all interests in the Costa Rican subsidiary Feliz Europa. The capital loss amounted to SEK 61,000.
In 2006, the Parent Company divested all participating interests in
the Costa Rican subsidiary Mil Treinta y Dos and liquidated the subsidiary Let it flow AB. The total capital loss amounted to SEK 61,000.

notes

Note 7

Wages, salaries and remuneration

Auditors’ fees

Gunnar Liljedahl from Ernst & Young AB was elected auditor by the
2004 Annual General Meeting for a period of four years. Ernst & Young
are auditors for Net Entertainment NE AB and the Swedish subsidiaries.
Gunnar Liljedahl has been Net Entertainment’s auditor since 2000. In
addition to the auditing assignment, Net Entertainment has also used
Ernst & Young for consultation on taxation, VAT and accounting matters and analyses.
Group

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

254

160

254

160

94

49

–

–

Auditing assignments

Ernst & Young
Other accounting firms
Other assignments than
the auditing assignment

Ernst & Young
Total

Note 8

74

–

74

–

422

209

328

160

Group

2006

2007

2006

Pontus Lindwall,
Chairman of the Board

225

0

225

0

John, Wattin,
Board member

112

0

112

0

Ann-Catrine Appelquist,
Board member

112

0

112

0

Wages, salaries and remuneration

Einar Gunnar Gudmundsson,
Board member

112

0

112

0

Rolf Blom, Board member

112

0

112

0

Johan Öhman, CEO

1,707

198

1,707

198

Other senior executives

2,139
(4)

588

1,608
(2)

439

Other employees

22,356

16,930

21,179

16,930

Total

27,055

17,761

25,167

17,567

400

0

400

0

11,984

7,260

11,399

7,260

– bonus to Johan Öhman
Social security contributions

Employee benefits

Average number of employees
2007
Average
number
of employees

Pension expenses

2006

Of which
men

Average
number of
employees

Parent Company

2007

Board members

Of which
men

Parent Company

Johan Öhman, CEO
Other senior executives

0

0

0

0

600

60

600

60

243 (3)

0

218 (2)

0

Other employees

1,932

1,469

1,180

1,409

2,775

1,529

2,775

1,469

Sweden

55

72%

41

73%

Total

Total in the Parent
Company

55

72%

41

73%

Malta

5

65%

1

0%

Costa Rica

0

0%

1

100%

Total in subsidiaries

5

65 %

2

50%

The current President of Net Entertainment, Johan Öhman, took office
on November 1, 2006. Only costs incurred from this date are reported
above as salary, remuneration and pension costs for the President. The
Board of Directors of Net Entertainment previously comprised company
officers who did not receive director fees. Board issues were addressed
by the Board of Directors of the former Parent Company Betsson AB.

60

72 %

43

72 %

Remuneration to senior executives

Subsidiaries

Group total
Sickness absence

Parent Company

Total sickness absence - employees’
total standard working hours
Share of sickness absence pertaining to absence
exceeding 60 consecutive days; proportion of long-term
absence

2007

2006

2.5%

2.0%

25.4%

0.0%

– Sickness absence, women

4.0%

2.6%

– Sickness absence, men

1.9%

1.8%

– Sickness absence, employees under 30*

2.2%

2.4%

– Sickness absence, employees 30–49*

2.6%

1.9%

– Sickness absence, employees over 49*

0.0%

0.0%

Remuneration to the CEO comprises basic salary, variable compensation, other benefits and pension. Variable compensation for the CEO
may amount to a maximum of 10 monthly salaries. Pension benefits
may amount to a maximum of 33 percent of the basic salary plus a
single payment. In the event of termination of employment by Net Entertainment, the CEO is entitled to a period of notice of six months and
termination pay corresponding to 12 months’ salary. In the event of
termination initiated by the CEO, the period of notice is 6 months.
Variable compensation for other senior executives varies depending
on the individual’s position and contract. The maximum compensation
may be 85 to 100 percent of the basic salary. The period of notice varies
between 3 and 6 months.

* as a percentage of the Group’s total normal working hours.
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Group

Number and percentage of women in executive positions
2007
No. of
men

2006

No. of
women

Women,
%

No. of
men

No. of
women

Women,
%

Parent Company

Board of Directors

4

1

25%

1

0

0%

Other senior
executives

2

1

50%

3

2

33 %

Total Parent Company

6

2

33%

4

2

29 %

2006

2007

2006

Recognised profit before tax

50,804

39,843

34,468

38,812

Tax according to present
tax rate (28%)

14,225

11,156

9,651

10,867

–

–

–

–

–1,139

187

–

–

88

18

88

18

–8,281

–

–8,281

–

4,893

11,361

1,458

10,885

0

476

–

–

2,195

835

–

–

12,953

–

–

–

21,875

5,172

6,763

5,172

Difference between actual tax
expense and tax expense based on
present tax rate

Tax attributable to prior years
Difference in tax in foreign
operations
Tax effect of
non-deductible items

Subsidiaries

Board of Directors

1

1

Other senior executives

1

Total Group

8

Parent Company

2007

100%

2

0

0%

0

0%

1

2

33 %

Tax effect of
non-taxable items

3

38%

7

2

29 %

Recognised tax expense
Specification
of deferred tax expense

Level of employee education

Tax on appropriations
Taxes in the balance sheet

Provision for taxes

Upper secondary
education 6%

– Deferred tax
on untaxed reserves

< 120 university
credit points 21%

Current receivables
– Tax receivables

>120 university
credit points 54%

Current liabilities
– Tax liabilities

120 credit points
19%

Note 9

There are temporary differences between the fiscal and carrying amounts.
For appropriations, see note 19.

Note 10

income tax
Group

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

10,885

Current tax

Sweden

1,458

10,885

1,458

Outside Sweden

2,108

–

–

–

Total current tax

3,566

10,885

1,458

10,885

476

–

–

earnings per share

The number of shares in the Parent Company was changed in 2006 in
order to ensure that Net Entertainment had the same number of shares as
Betsson AB. This was necessary to facilitate the distribution of Net Entertainment to the shareholders. No shareholders’ equity was contributed to
the Company to achieve this. Instead a combination of a bonus issue and
split was implemented. Accordingly, a more accurate way of calculating
earnings per share would be to use the number of shares at the end of 2006
for all years, as follows:

Deferred tax

Group

Sweden
Outside Sweden

1,327

–

–

–

Total deferred tax

1,327

476

–

–

Total tax expense

4,893

11,361

1,458

10,885

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

Profit after tax
attributable to Parent Company
shareholders (SEK 000)

45,911

28,482

33,010

28,135

No. of shares
at end of 2007

39,553

39,553

39,553

39,553

1.16

0.72

0.83

0.72

Earnings per share (SEK)

There are no potential shares, which is why no dilution effect occurs.
Earnings per share is calculated on the average number of shares.
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Note 11

Intangible assets
Gaming products, systems
and platforms

Gaming contracts
and licenses

Trademarks

Total

Opening acquisition value

12,994

1,615

147

14,756

Capitalized development expenses for the year

14,560

–

–

14,560

Closing accumulated acquisition value

27,554

1,615

147

29,316

Group
2006

Opening amortization

5,672

853

4

6,529

Amortization during the year

2,670

538

49

3,257

Closing accumulated amortization

8,342

1,391

53

9,786

19,212

224

94

19,530

Opening acquisition value

27,554

1,615

147

29,316

Capitalized development expenses for the year

10,098

–

–

10,098

363

–

–

363

38,015

1,615

147

39,777

Opening amortization

8,342

1,391

53

9,786

Amortization during the year

5,424

224

49

5,697

Closing residual value according to plan Dec 31, 2006
2007

Translation difference
Closing accumulated acquisition value

Translation difference

48

–

–

48

Closing accumulated amortization

13,816

1,615

102

15,531

Closing residual value according to plan Dec 31, 2007

24,199

0

45

24,244

Gaming products, systems
and platforms

Gaming contracts
and licenses

Trademarks

Total

12,994

1,615

147

14,756

6,819

–

–

6,819

19,813

1,615

147

21,575

Parent Company
2006

Opening acquisition value
Capitalized development expenses for the year
Closing accumulated acquisition value
Opening amortization

5,672

853

4

6,529

Amortization during the year

2,538

538

49

3,125

Closing accumulated amortization

8,210

1,391

53

9,654

11,603

224

94

11,921

19,813

1,615

147

21,575

4,620

–

–

4,620

24,433

1,615

147

26,195

Opening amortization

8,210

1,391

53

9,564

Amortization during the year

3,611

224

49

3,884

Closing accumulated amortization

11,821

1,615

102

13,538

Closing residual value according to plan Dec 31, 2007

12,612

0

45

12,657

Closing residual value according to plan Dec 31, 2006
2007

Opening acquisition value
Capitalized development expenses for the year
Closing accumulated acquisition value
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Note 12

Tangible fixed assets
Group

2007

Parent Company

2006

2007

2006

Equipment and fittings

Opening acquisition value

8,178

4,026

8,178

4,026

Acquisitions for the year

3,003

4,461

2,759

4,461

–309

–2,820

–309

11,181

8,178

8,117

8,178

3,456

2,555

3,456

2,555

Sales and
disposals
Closing accumulated acquisition value
Opening amortization
Sales and
disposals
Amortization during the year
Translation differences

–296

–249

– 297

–249

2,141

1,150

1,323

1,150

20

–

Closing accumulated amortization

5,321

3,456

4,482

3,456

Closing residual value according to plan

5,860

4,722

3,635

4,722

Note 13

Participating interests in Group companies

Parent Company

Corp. Reg. No.

Reg. HQ

556185-1758

Share %

No. of shares

Carrying amount
2007

Carrying amount
2006

Company
Mobile Entertainment ME AB

Stockholm

100 %

1,000

89

89

– Net Entertainment Malta Holding Ltd

Malta

0.01 %

1

0

–

– Net Entertainment Malta Ltd

Malta

0.01 %

1

0

–

Costa Rica

0.00 %

0

0

34

Net Entertainment Malta Holdings Ltd

Malta

99.99 %

9,999

127

19

– Net Entertainment Malta Ltd

Malta

99.99 %

9,999

–

–

216

142

Feliz Europa S.A.

Total
Parent Company

2007

2006

Changes in participations in Group companies
Opening acquisition value

142

119

External divestment of companies

–34

–22

Voluntary liquidation of companies

–8

External acquisition of companies

34

Increase in share capital
Divestment of companies to subsidiaries

108

–

–

–

216

142

Acquisition of companies from Betsson Group
Closing carrying amount
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NOTE 14

Note 17

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

The carrying amounts for accounts receivable comply with the fair
values and corresponds to nominal amounts. No receivables have been
placed as security for liabilities or contingent liabilities.
On December 31, 2007, accounts receivable due totaled 339 (223)
with no indication of impairment identified. This applies to a number of
independent customers that have not previously had payment difficulties. Acknowledged bad debts during the period and an age analysis of
consolidated accounts receivable are presented below.
Group

Cash and cash equivalents
Group

Cash and bank balances
Total cash and cash equivalents

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

25,915*

13,053

12,462

6,127

25,915

13,053

12,462

6,127

*Of which SEK 5,438,000 refers to funds held on behalf of licensees
on December 31, 2007

Parent Company

2007

2006

2007

2006

572

1,151

196

1,033

Share capital
distribution (SEK 000)

5,610 000

168

10,807

5,163

4

2,762

Shares, series B (1 vote)

33,943 716

1,023 33,943 720

1019

Total number of shares

39,553 716

1,191 39,553 720

1,187

Note 18

Shareholders’ equity

Accounts receivable
Customer losses in the income
statement

2007

Age analysis accounts receivable
Not due

Shares, series A (10 votes)

30-60 days

203

28

–

28

Older than 30 days

136

195

–

175

11,143

5,386

4

2,965

Total

Accrued license/royalty income
Other prepaid expenses
Total

Note 16

2006

2007

2006

13,429

7,117

0

3,756

2,445

772

2,024

772

15,874

7,889

2,024

4,528

Long-term receivables and other receivables
Group

2006

Long-term portion of deposits
Total

168

Group
Other capital contributed

Reserves
Translation reserve

The translation reserve comprises all exchange-rate differences that
arise from the translation of financial statements from foreign operations that have prepared their financial statements in a currency other
than the currency in which the consolidated financial statements are
presented. At year end, the accumulated translation differences were
SEK 801 (–232) thousand.

Parent Company

Specification reserves

2007

Opening balance Jan 1, 2006

2006

Translation difference

–

Translation differences for the year

Other long-term receivables
classified as fixed assets

Deferred tax receivables

5,610 000

Parent Company

2007

2007

No. of shares Share capital No. of shares Share capital

This pertains to shareholders’ equity contributed by the owners. In addition to the share capital, the shareholders of Net Entertainment have
contributed shareholders’ contributions and Group contributions in order
to cover the Company’s losses during the development phase.

Note 15 Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Group

2006

–232

Closing balance Dec 31, 2006
13

–

–

–

5

42

5

42

18

42

5

42

–232

Translation differences for the year

1,033

Closing balance Dec 31, 2007

801

Retained earnings incl. profit for the year
Other receivables classified as
current assets

VAT
Receivables, Betsson Group

1,604

1,151

1,604

1,151

0

4,779

0

4,779

Other

481

5

479

5

Total

2,085

5,935

2,083

5,935

Retained earnings including profit for the year comprise earnings in
the Parent Company and its subsidiaries, as well as the portion of untaxed reserves attributable to shareholders’ equity. Previous provisions
to statutory reserves are also included in this equity item.
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Note 19

Untaxed reserves, appropriations

Note 21

Accrued expenses and deferred income
Group

Parent Company

2007

2006

Accumulated accelerated depreciation

2,982

2,982

Total untaxed reserves

2,982

2,982

Balance sheet

Deferred tax
in untaxed reserves amounts to

835

835

Income statement
Difference between recognised depreciation
and depreciation according to plan

0

–1,702

Total appropriations

0

–1,702

Note 20

Other liabilities

2007

Personnel’s tax

1,848

Liabilities to the Betsson Group
Processed Jack-Pot

Parent Company

2006

2007

2006

711

924

712

20,336

–

20,336

5,438

–

–

–

Other

13

–

–

–

Total

7,399

21,047

924

21,048

Parent Company

2006

2007

2006

Vacation pay liability

2,613

1,370

2,318

1,370

Social security contributions

1,501

1,066

1,501

1,066

617

342

598

342

Accrued wages and salaries

Payroll tax

2,127

241

1,902

241

Other

1,883

7,239

1,443

1,386

Total

8,741

10,258

7,762

4,405

Note 22
Group

Other current liabilities

2007

Other information

Details of events after the balance sheet date can be found in the Directors’ Report on page 26. Details of risks facing the Company can be
found in the section on risks on page 44 and in the Directors’ Report
on page 27.

The Board of Directors and the CEO guarantee that the consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as approved by the European Union, and provide a true and fair picture of the Group’s
financial position and income. The Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in Sweden
and provides a true and fair picture of the Parent Company’s position and income.
Stockholm, March 17, 2008
Pontus Lindwall
Chairman of the Board

Ann-Catrine Appelquist
Member

Rolf Blom
Member

Einar Gunnar Gudmundsson
Member

John Wattin
Member

Johan Öhman
CEO

My audit report was submitted on March 17, 2008
Gunnar Liljedahl, Authorised Public Accountant
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Audit Report

Audit Report
To the Annual General Meeting of Net Entertainment NE AB
Corp. Reg. No. 556532-6443
I have examined the Annual Report, the consolidated financial statements and the accounting records, and have reviewed the administration of the Board of Directors and the CEO of Net Entertainment NE
AB for 2007. The Company’s Annual Report and consolidated financial
statements are included on pages 26-52 of the printed version of this
document. Responsibility for the accounting documents and the administration of the Company rests with the Board of Directors and the
CEO, as well as for ensuring that the Swedish Annual Accounts Act
is applied when preparing the Annual Report and that International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as approved by the European
Union, are applied when preparing the consolidated financial statements.
My responsibility is to express an opinion on the Annual Report, the consolidated financial statements and the administration of the Company
based on my audit.
I conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden which meant that I planned and performed
the audit to obtain reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that the
Annual Report and consolidated financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes the examination of a selection of
the documentation with respect to amounts and other information in
the accounting records. An audit also involves assessing the accounting
principles used and their application by the Board of Directors and the
Chief Executive Officer, and evaluating the most critical estimates made

by the Board and Chief Executive Officer in preparing the Annual Report
and the consolidated financial statements, and the overall presentation
of information in the Annual Report and the consolidated financial statements. As a basis for my opinion concerning discharge from liability, I
have examined significant decisions, actions taken and circumstances
of the Company in order to be able to determine the liability, if any, to
the Company of any Board member or the CEO. I have also examined
whether any Board member or the Chief Executive Officer has, in any
other way, acted in contravention of the Swedish Companies Act (Aktiebolagslagen), the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (Årsredovisningslagen)
or the Articles of Association. I believe that my audit provides a reasonable basis for my (our) opinion as set out below.
The Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act and, consequently, provides a true picture of the
Company’s income and position in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles in Sweden. The consolidated financial statements
have been prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as approved by the European Union, and the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act, and provide a true picture of the Group’s
income and position. The Directors’ Report is consistent with the other
sections of the Annual Report and the consolidated financial statements.
I recommend that the Annual General Meeting adopt the income statements
and balance sheets of the Parent Company and the Group, that the earnings
in the Parent Company be disposed of as proposed in the Board of Directors’
Report and that the members of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer
be discharged from liability for the financial year.

Stockholm, March 17, 2008

Gunnar Liljedahl
Authorised Public Accountant
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Board of Directors

From left: Ann-Catrine
Appelquist, Einar Gunnar
Gudmundsson, Rolf Blom,
Pontus Lindwall and
John Wattin.

Board of Directors
Net Entertainment’s Board consists currently of five members, including the Chairman. Board members are elected annually at the Annual
General Meeting for the period up until the end of the next Annual
General Meeting. The Board of Directors has its registered office in
Stockholm. The current Board members are presented below. Board
members may be reached at the Parent Company’s address (on the
next page).
No Board members or senior executives named in this section have
been convicted in fraud-related court cases, been the subject of accusations or sanction by empowering agencies, or prohibited by a court
of law to be a member of a share issuing party’s administration, management or control body or from having a leading position or overriding function with a share-issuing party during the past five years.
In the event that the particular person in his/her capacity as a
member of administration, management or control body, or in any
other manner has been a key person in a senior executive position, or
has been involved in a bankruptcy, liquidation or bankruptcy administration during the past five years, it is noted below.
There are no familial relationships between the persons noted in the
section below nor any conflicts of interest between them. All persons
may be reached via the head office. The Company is not obliged to
comply with the Code of Corporate Governance and does not intend
to comply in full with the Code of Corporate Governance.
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Pontus Lindwall (born 1965) has been a Board member in Net

Entertainment since 1996. Pontus Lindwall holds no Series A shares
and 934,594 Series B shares in Net Entertainment NE AB.
John Wattin (born 1947) has been a Board member in Net Entertain-

ment since 2007. John Wattin holds no Series A shares and 105,500
Series B shares in Net Entertainment NE AB.
Rolf Blom (born 1957) has been a Board member in Net Entertainment since 2007. Via E-Capital, Rolf Blom holds no Series A shares
and 210,000 Series B shares in Net Entertainment NE AB.
Ann-Catrine Appelquist (born 1947) has been a Board member in
Net Entertainment NE AB since 2007. Ann-Catrine Appelquist holds no
shares in Betsson AB (publ).
Einar Gunnar Gudmundsson (born 1972) has been a Board member in Net Entertainment since 2007. Einar Gunnar Gudmundsson
holds no shares in Net Entertainment NE AB (publ). Via ScandCap
AB, Einar Gunnar Gudmundson represents the major shareholder,
Straumur-Burdaras Investment Bank.

Addresses
Headquarters and
development
Net Entertainment NE AB
Birger Jarlsgatan 57B
S-113 56 Stockholm, Sweden
Telephone: +46 8 55 69 67 00
Sales and Marketing
Net Entertainment Malta Ltd.
Suite A
Dolphin Court A
Embassy Way
Ta’ Xbiex MSD 11 Malta
Telephone: +356 21 311 621
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